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CIVIL RIGHTS, DIVERSITY, AND
ACCREDITATION

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
HUMAN RESOURCES AND

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room

2154, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Ted Weiss, Donald M. Payne, Rosa L.
DeLauro, Craig Thomas, William H. Zeliff, Jr., and David L.
Hobson.

Also present: Representative John Conyers, Jr.
Staff present: James R. Gottlieb, staff director; Marc Smolonsky,

professional staff member; Nancy Prather, clerk; and Stephen Mc-
Millan, minority professional staff, Committee on Government Op-
erations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WEISS
Mr. WEISS. The Subcommittee on Human Resources and Inter-

governmental Relations is now in session.
I am delighted to welcome as our first witness, together with his

staff, the Secretary of Education, the Honorable Lamar Alexander,
and to say how pleased I am to have him with us and to indicate
that we had served together on the Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations. I enjoyed that experience.

He comes to us with a distinguished background as Governor of
his home State and as one who has been especially interested in
the area of education. He has a reputation deserved for having a
commitment to education.

It is within that context that I find the subject of today's hearing
to be somewhat perplexing. I am going to make a brief opening
statement, then yield to my distinguished colleagues for whatever
statements they may have to make.

On April 11, the Secretary of Education withheld recognition of a
prominent accrediting agency specifically because he opposes the
agency's standard to promote cultural, ethnic, and gender diversity
in colleges and universities.

Diversity in education is one of our most important tools to
eliminate the vestiges of the Nation's tragic history of discrimina-
tion. It ensures that U.S. students are exposed to a variety of expe-

U)
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riences that will provide the kind of open education people living
in a free society deserve.

Diversity has been embraced by educators, accrediting agencies,
the Federal Government, and the courts. Most of the accrediting
agencies use diversity as one standard of judging educational effec-
tiveness.

The Department of Education's civil rights regulations encourage
the use of diversity to achieve affirmative action. The Supreme
Court has approved diversity as a constitutionally permissible goal
of all colleges and universities.

Only last year, the Department of Education invoked President
Bush's name in announcing an initiative to promote diversity in
education. But now the Department seeks to eliminate diversity
standards from accrediting agencies.

The Secretary has invoked the ugly buzz word of the Bush ad-
ministration, "Quotas." Diversity suddenly means "quotas."

Equating diversity standards with quotas is an unfortunate scare
tactic. The Department of Education seems to have become the
bully pulpit for the White House's attack on civil rights.

Earlier the Department attempted to outlaw scholarships that
gave preference to minorities. Now the Department has taken its
assault on civil rights a step further with its attempt to ban diver-
sity standards.

I hope today's hearing sends a strong message to the Department
of Education. America wants to correct its history of discrimina-
tion, not return to it.

Today we will hear from the Secretary of Education, Lamar Al-
exander, who is accompanied by several of the Department's man-
agement team.

Before I have him begin his testimony, let me recognize our dis-
tinguished ranking minority member, Mr. Craig Thomas.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr. Secretary.
I want to open by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for having these

hearings. This is a serious issue that warrants our consideration.
This subcommittee dealt with a similar issue 3 months ago when

the Director of the Office of Civil Rights, Michael Williams, was
called before us to discuss the Department's policy regarding "race-
based" scholarships.

At that time, the Secretary reiterated the strong support of the
administration for programs that stopped discriminatory practices
and equal access to educational opportunities for everyone.

The question before us today is whether an unelected, quasi-Fed-
eral agency can implement a new policy on its own without going
through a formal regulatory process or public review, and whether
the Secretary, who has the actual authority to oversee and enforce
the laws, has the right to intervene.

The Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools /Commis-
sion on Higher Education is responsible for accrediting colleges and
universities along the mid-Atlantic coast. Like similar associations
around the country, Middle States is directed by Federal regulation
to judge a school based upon factors such as the quality of its pro-
grams and faculty, the size of its library, its financial resources.
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Accreditation, or the lack of accreditation, can be worth millions
of dollars to a school

Middle States decided that "a diversity standard" would now be
used as a deciding factor in granting accreditation to a school. Un-
fortunately, they never bothered to tell the Department of Educa-
tion, the general public, the Council on Postsecondary Accredita-
tion, or the schools themselves of this policy or the criteria to he
used. For this reason, Secretary Alexander has stepped in and
withheld accreditation of Middle States until they can document
their policies and criteria.

Let me move away from that a second to say a quote here, "The
Secretary of Education has raised a pointed question about the way
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Universities is using
the definition of diversity as a standard for accreditation. He asks
whether an accrediting agency has any business telling clients how
they should balance their student bodies and faculty by race, eth-
nicity, gender, or age."

The answer to that is "no." That is an editorial in the Washing-
ton Post.

The issue in this case is not whether there is a lack of commit-
ment on the part of President Bush or Secretary Alexander to
ensure equal educational opportunities for everyonethat commit-
ment has been clearly stated on many occasions.

The issue is whether the Secretary of Education has the right
and the responsibility to ensure fairness in the accreditation proc-
ess and accountability on the part of the reviewers.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing.
I look forward to the testimony from Secretary Alexander, and

thank him for taking the time to come before us today.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Thomas.
Let me call on our distinguished Member from New Hampshire,

Mr. Zeliff.
Mr. ZELIFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Chairman, today's hearing is a very serious matter. It cer-

tainly deserves our full input and consideration.
One out of every two college students receives some kind of Fed-

eral grant or loan. Thus, organizations who accredit our colleges
and universities determine the school's ability to qualify for partici-
pation in these Federal funding programs for the students.

Regional accrediting associations are very powerful. They can
make or break a school or institution.

Regional accrediting associations are not elected officials. Yet,
they set important policy standards that have a direct impact upon
Federal funding and upon a school's ability to continue in exist-
ence.

Today we examine one of these policy standards. Should an ac-
crediting institution dictate to colleges and other post-graduate
education institutions whether or not and how that school should
balance their students, faculty, administration, and governing
boards by race, ethnicity, sex, or age.

As Jeanne Kirpatrick has said, democratic societies require
public institutions that are inclusive and responsive to all groups
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and sensibilities. Sexual or racial discrimination by any name is
unacceptable in such a society

So are quotas. So is imposing standards of conformity in educa-
tional institutions.

Using power to impose politically correct policy is especially com-
patible with the requirements of a free society or democratic plu-
ralism. Democratic pluralism does not mean cultivating identical
diversities in all educational institutions.

.- In New England where we have so many diverse colleges and
universities, I shudder to think of an accrediting board that might
think Boston College has too many Irish, Vassar has too many
women, Brandeis University has too many Jewish students. Mr.
Chairman, I think Secretary Alexander is of to a fine start in ad-
dressing this serious problem. His work has been praised in some
of our Nation's leading publications.

I would like to submit for the record articles on this subject from
the New York Times, Washington Post, the Washington Journal,
and the Jeanne Kirpatrick article I have been quoting from.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zeliff follows:]
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Opening Statement of Congressman Bill Zeliff

MR. CHAIRMAN, Todays hearing is a serious matter, that deserves our

full consideration. One out of every two college students receive some

kind of federal grant or loan. Thus those organizations who accredit

our colleges and institutions determine, in fact, the schools ability

to qualify for participation in these federal funding programs for

their students.

These regional accrediting associations are very powerful. They can

make or break a school or institution. Regional accrediting

associations are not elected officials. They are not appointed by

elected officials. Yet they set important policy standards that have a

direct impact upon federal funding, and even upon a school's ability to

continue in existence.

Today, we examine one of th,:se policy standards--Should an accrediting

institution dictate to colleges and other post graduate educational

institutions, whether or not, and how that school should balance their

students, faculty, administration and governing boards by race,

ethnicity, sex or age?
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As Jeane Kirkpatrick has said," Democratic societies require public

institutions that are inclusive and responsive to all groups and

sensibilities. Sexual or racial discrimiation by any name is

unacceptable in such a society. But so are quotas. And so is imposing

standards of conformity on educational institutions. Using power to

impose politically correct policies is especially incompatible with the

requirements of a free society or of democratic pluralism. Democratic

pluralism does not mean cultivating identical diversities within all

educational institutions."

In New England where we have so many diverse colleges and universities,

I shudder to think of an accrediting board that might decide that

Boston College has too many Irish, that Vassar has too many women, that

Norwich Military School has too many men, that Brandeis has too many

Jewish students, or that Saint Anselms has too many catholics.

Mr Chairman, I think that Secretary Alexander is of to a fine start in

addressing this serious problem. His work has already been praised in

some of our nation's leading publications. I would like to submit for

the record articles on this subject from the New York Times, the
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Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, and the Jean. Kirkpatrick

article that I have been quoting from. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Zeliff.
Mr. Secretary, it is the practice of the Government Operations

Committee to swear its witnesses.
So I would like to ask not only you but also the other people on

your staff who will be participating in the hearing to please stand
behind their chairs and name plates.

If you will each stand up and raise your right hand.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WEISS. Let the record indicate that each of the witnesses has

responded in the affirmative.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I should say this is not just a pro forma exercise that we go

through. The charge of the Government Operations Committee and
its subcommittees is, in fact, to determine the truth.

We have found utilization of the oath, without question as to
who it may be, who's testifying before us, is one way of providing
equal treatment to all of our witnesses, and to be sure that, in fact,
everyone understands the significance of the hearing that we are
conducting.

It is not aimed specifically at you at this point, or any one of the
other witnesses.

We do this for everybody with the aim of achieving the truth.
If you would like to proceed, Mr. Secretary, we are ready for

your testimony.

STATEMENT OF LAMAR ALEXANDER, SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY TED SANDERS, PH.D.,
UNDER SECRETARY; MICHAEL WILLIAMS. ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR CIVIL RIGHTS; JOHN CHILDERS. DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS; AND STEVE
WINNICK, ACTING GENERAL COUNSEL

MR. ALEXANDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for inviting me, and to Mr. Thomas and Mr. Zeliff

and others, too. I am glad to be here.
I would like to introduce to the committee the Under Secretary

Ted Sanders, Assistant Secretary Michael Williams, Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary John Childers.

I believe Steve Winnick is also here, the acting general counsel.
We are here to try to do our best job of answering your ques-

tions.
Since I have only been the Secretary for about 3 months, if there

are questions that have to do with the accreditation process or mat-
ters which happened before I arrived, I may ask them to help
answer the question.

They are here for that.
Mr. WEISS. Because of that, we will be pleased to have them join

you at the witness table at any time you think it is appropriate.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As I indicated to your staff, I am not sure how long you need to

go, but I will be happy to stay until about 11:45.
I have another appointment at noon.

.1 0
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If you need answers to further questions, I will be glad to re-
spond to those or other members of the Department who are here
will be glad to stay beyond that time if that would be helpful.

Mr. WEISS. We will try to accommodate your schedule. We can't
be sure of exactly how many delays we have, because the House is
in session. There may be votes on the floor.

Hopefully, we can go without interruption.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
I think I should say, as we have discussed briefly beforehand, I

am in the midst of a decisionmaking process in the case of Middle
States Accrediting Association. I have accepted a recorAimendation
of our advisory committee about deferring recognition of that asso-
ciation until we have more facts.

I have asked for there to be a hearing in the fall. Shortly after
that I will make a decision about recognizing them again.

My preference would be to testify about that decision after I
make it. But out of respect to the committee and to the Congress, I
am happy to come today.

But I think I would not want to say anything that would pre-
judge that decision.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Secretary, we will be asking questions about mat-
ters which have already occurred.

As to those matters, the determination to ask them and your ob-
ligations to respond, I think are quite clear.

We will look to see as we go along whether we have a problem or
not.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Sure. I don't expect we will because I know you
wouldn't want me to prejudge a decision I have not made yet.

Mr. WEISS. At the same time I don't want congressional preroga-
tives to be waived either implicitly or explicitly.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Your invitation asked me to testify in two areas.
I have submitted a statement which I hope can be included as part
of the record.

I would like to comment on it for a moment and then try to take
any questions you may have of me about that or any other matter.

You asked me to comment on, and my statement addresses, two
areas: Diversity as a tool for correcting discrimination, first; and di-
versity as a criterion for accrediting colleges and universities.

What I would like to do is to go first to your second question.
Diversity as a criterion for accreditation. This is the so-called

Middle States case.
It came to my attention shortly after I became the Secretary in

March. I made a decision on it 3 weeks later, on April 11.
Middle States, of course, is one of our six regional accrediting

agencies in the country who accredit almost all of the academic
based colleges and universities.

The more than 3,000 community colleges, colleges, and universi-
ties that most people think of as our system of higher education.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Secretary, I notice you have a long prepared
statement. Of course, that will be entered into the record in its en-
tirety.

If you can summarize that statement in 10 minutes, I would ap-
preciate it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am summarizing.

53-841 0 - 92 - 2
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I came to testify. I assume you will want me to do that?
Mr. WEISS. Good.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
The six regional accrediting agencies have for all practical pur-

poses, they make the decision about whether a college or a univer-
sity is accredited. I look at that somewhat from the point of view of
a university president, which I was until a few months ago at the
University of Tennessee.

Every 5 years or so we go through an accrediting process with
one of those six accrediting agencies. That is a very important proc-
ess to us, for a variety of reasons.

One of the reasons is about a third of our students have a Feder-
al grant or a loan, and if we were not to be accredited, we could
not accept a student with a Federal grant or loan.

I tried to think about how to take the issue that was presented to
me and summarize it as you have asked, Mr. Chairman, take it out
of an area of academia and put it into the public light.

I think the best way to do it might be to boil it down and say it
this way. That what I wanted to know when I made the decision on
April 11 was what is the Middle States agency doing and why does
it think that is its job?

I came into the Capitol Building this morning through a screen-
ing devise by a policeman. I assume Congress wants to keep people
out with guns or ensure only people who were safe came into the
Capitol, and made an arrangement with a private security compa-
ny or some security company or its own employees to keep people
out who weren't safe.

They did that very well. I went through the proper procedure.
I suppose it would be possible for some security guard to also

come in to you, Mr. Chairman, and say:
Well, I have done my job very well. In addition to that. I have also made sure that

half of the people who are spectators at the hearing today are women, and every
other person is either an Asian American or a person of African American heritage.
I am also not letting anymore Methodists in until we get more Baptists in, and I
told some of the Presbyterians to change their religious belief.

I think what you might say to the guard was:
Those are all very important issues, but we didn't hire you, or make an arrange-

ment with you, to make decisions about the number of men and women in the Gal-
lery or the religious beliefs of the people coming through the screening procedure.

We didn't ask you to decide what the composition racially, or by ethnic origin,
ought to be of our sta,fs or of the people who are spectators in the Gallery.

Those are very important issues, but those are issues for other people to decide.
We have a Constitution.

Congress has passed some laws. We have some Federal agencies with those deci-
sions, and we don't need a person that we hired to be in charge of security to be
making those decisions for us, or for the other agencies.

That is the question that arises in my mind, and I think must
have arisen in the minds of the advisory committee to me about
accrediting, and about the activities of the Middle States Accredit-
ing Association.

What are they doing and why do they think it is their job'?
After the Korean war, the Secretary of Education, with the au-

thority of Congress, entered into an arrangement with our accredit-
ing agencies to make certain the colleges and universities, where
people with GI bills went to, had a certain quality. So far as I
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know, the Congress has never directed the Secretary, and the Sec-
retary has never asked the accrediting agencies also to check on
the racial, ethnic, or gender mix of a college and university, or to
try to interfere with the religious beliefs of people attending one of
those colleges or universities

We have not sought to ask a private accrediting agency to tell
Howard University how many Anglo Americans ought to be on its
board, or to tell Jewish Theological Seminary how many Presbyte-
rians ought to be on its faculty or on its board.

I wonder why, now, today the Middle States accrediting agency
thinks that is part of its job. The reason it is of special concern to
us is that we gave our gatekeeper, the accrediting agency, a very
large weapon. That is the right to remove from the college or uni-
versity which is not accredited the right to take students with Fed-
eral grants or loans.

So the question which I am asking our advisory committee to
look into, in August, is what are they doing and why are they
doing it, and why do they think it is their job? These are important
issues. It seems to me like they are getting into areas that we
didn't arrange with them to become involved.

The second question that you asked me was diversity as a tool
for correcting discrimination. On that subject I would summarize
my remarks in this way.

I found when I came to Washington that diversity means differ-
ent things to different people. To me, it has always meant variety.
Our family lived in Australia for a few months in 1987.

We looked back at America and saw how big it was, and how
free it was, and how many people of many different backgrounds
go here, and came to realize even more that this is the great
strength of our country. When I went to law school in your con-
gressional district, I wrote the dean and asked to room with some-
body from as different a background as he could put me with, be-
cause I wanted to know different kinds of people.

When I was president of the University of Tennessee, I worked
very hard to recruit more international students, more black stu-
dents, black coaches, the first black administrators, the first in
high positions, the first woman vice president of a university, not
because anyone came around and told me to do it, but because I
thought that created the kind of university community that I
thought was better for our students and our State and our country.

Every year I go to our family reunion and I take our children, as
our grandfather took me, and I show them where our Scotch-Irish
ancestors are buried. I hope they remember that because their cul-
ture, their background is very important.

I was talking with my law school roommate, the other day, who
grew up in New Jersey. He was going to what might best be de-
scribed as an Italian Catholic school. We talked about the Polish
Catholic school down the street. That is an important part of
America.

I visited Public School 25 in the South Bronx. Sixty-nine percent
of the students are Hispanic Americans. They talk about the
George Washington Bridge and Simon Bolevar, and George Wash-
ington is the father of our country and Simon Bolevar of the South
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American countries from which many of them come. It helps them
understand their culture, as well as America.

As I think about diversity as a tool for correcting discrimination,
I think about the importance of recognizing variety in America as
an important value, but I worry sometimes that we spend so much
time celebrating our differences that we don't spend a sufficient
amount of time forging the idea, that we call America.

Finally, in the end what makes this country work is the common
culture that we have. I saw a wonderful letter in the Baltimore
Sun the other day. I would like to conclude with it.

It is from a student at the University of California, Berkeley
named Lorenzo Munoz, who is a sophomore who went there be-
cause of the diversity at the University of California, Berkeley.
This student is disturbed by what he sees there, and says that if we
persistently focus on our obvious differences, such as skin color
and, race and ethnic origins, we will never be able to live together
in one United States of America and then tells this story:

"The other day as I was walking through Lower Sproul into Berkeley, I noticed a
group of children probably 6 or 7 years old on a field trip. There were black boys
and girls playing with Latino boys and girls.

They would hold hands and run after each other, clearly enjoying each other's
individual personalities. As I made my way up the steps to the plaza, I noted the
conspicuous absence of color blind friendships.

Each race was occupying a different corner of the plaza. Maybe we intelligent,
elite college students could learn a few things from those kids.

I think as a country as we talk about diversity, we need to think
very carefully about any action by an accrediting agency that
would tend to reduce rather than decrease diversity among our col-
leges and universities and any remedy or application of a cookie-
cutter way of diversity in this country that would tend to cause us
exclusively to focus on celebrating our differences rather than
spending time forging the idea that is America.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Alexander follows:]

20
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June 26, 1991

Statement of Secretary of Education Lamar Alexander

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I am here at your
request to testify about "diversity as a tool for correcting
discrimination and as a criterion for accrediting colleges and
universities."

Let me address the second issue first--diversity as a criterion
for accreditation. This issue came to my attention in the so-
called "Middle States case." The Commission on Higher Education
of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools ('4iddle
States") is the accrediting agency for more than 500 degree-
granting institutions within New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands. When I became Secretary in March, one of the
first decisions that I had to make was to respond to a
recommendation concerning Middle States that I received from our
Department's National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and
Institutional Eligibility. This Committee recommended that I
defer Middle States' petition for renewal of Department
recognition. The Committee was concerned that Middle States
might have inappropriately deferred the accreditation of Baruch
College of the City University of New York and the Westminster
Theological Seminary.

The question before me was whether or not to accept the
recommendation of the National Advisory Committee. How Middle
States goes about accrediting colleges and universities is a
serious matter, because the lone of accreditation may well lead
to the suspension of an institution's federal funding, including
its ability to enroll students who bring with them Federal
student aid. Since about one of two American college students
now has a Federal grant or loan, this is a powerful weapon and
must be judiciously exercised.

As I understood the facts before me, Middle States had threatened
not to reaccredit Baruch and Westminster because these two
institutions had not satisfied a recently imposed "diversity"
standard. I questioned whether a regional accrediting agency
should "dictate to institutions whether or how they should
balance their students, faculty, admininistration and governing
boards by race, ethnicity, gender or age." Since the President
of Baruch at the time had said that the faculty there was 18%
minority--a figure larger than may be found in most universities
and colleges, even in the Middle States region - -it was not clear
to me why Baruch had been singled out. The case of Westminster
Theological Seminary presented a different issue. This seminary

d to have been threatened with loss of accreditation because
its governing board is all-male. Yet it is a seminary for a
branch of Reformed Presbyterianism that, based on its view of the
Bible as well as the teachings of John Calvin, does not ordain
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women as ministers or elders, and requires board members to be
ordained. Middle States' attempt to compel Westminster to add a
woman to its board raised with me a serious question of
infringement of religious liberty.

On April 11, I decided to accept the recommendation of the
National Advisory Committee. I asked the Committee to gather
more facts on these questions and to hold a public hearing this
fall. I wanted more thoughtful consideration of these important
issues.

Major editorial voices generally supported my decision. The New
York Times commented, "Diversity is an inescapable issue. But it
is not a simple one. That's why it's appropriate for Hr.
Alexander to insure that any such standard is not unfairly
wielded like a club to micromanage individual colleges and
universities." The Wall Street Journal called the decision "a
strong and proper signal to the educational establishment." The
Washinaton Post observed "It's quite true that a college's ethnic
and gender balance are related directly to its educational
values. But those are decisions for each college to make for
itself as it defines its own mission. There are certain basic
rules of fairness on which American society insists, and they
have been written into law--with deep consideration and endless
debate--by Congress and the courts. Beyond that, it's up to each
college to carry out its responsibilities.",

Three points about my decision should be noted. First, it was a
preliminary decision. only after the hearing this fall will
there be a determination about Middle States' petition to renew
its recognition as a reliable accrediting agency.

Second, my preliminary decision reflects my concern for
institutional autonomy as well as academic and religious
liberties. Middle States is the only accrediting agency with
across-the-board accrediting authority in the mid-Atlantic area.
It defines the scope of its operations as all degree - granting
institutions in the region. As a regional accrediting agency
under the Higher Education Act, Middle States serves as the
primary regional gatekeeper for participation in the guaranteed
student loan program and other federal financial aid programs.
And even for those institutions in the Middle States area for
which there is an alternatiye recognized accrediting agency that
could provide accreditation, the revocation of accreditation by
Middle States may cause the institution to lose eligibility for
federal aid. Since federal law in this way confers such great
power on Middle States, I want to make certain that I do not
indirectly sanction coercive restrictions on institutional
independence or on the academic or religious freedom of degree-
granting institutions in the mid-Atlantic area.
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Third, the U.S. civil rights laws applicable to recipients of
federal education funds--including Title V: of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972- -
reflect our national policy on what institutions must or may do
to protect individual liberty and civil rights. Congress has set
federal policy and charged specific federal government agencies,
including the Office for Civil Rights at our Department, with
enforcing those laws. There is a question in my mind, therefore,
as to why a voluntary, non-governmental accrediting agency should
also wield federal power in this area.

So where matters stand now is as follows: The Department staff
is collecting information for the Committee about how Middle
States applies its "diversity" standards; the Department's
National Advisory Committee will convene a full hearing in the
fall; the Committee will report back to me after deliberating
about these issues and reviewing the facts. Then I will make a
decision in this matter. It would be inappopriate now to
prejudge or predict the final resolution of this matter.

Let me now turn to broader issues raised by your questions about
diversity. I have discovered, especially since coming to
Washington, that the word "diversity" has diverse meanings,
depending on who is using it and for what purpose. To most,
diversity means variety. Variety is one of America's unique
strengths. That so many of us come from so many different
backgrounds is one example of our diversity or variety.

The variety that exists among colleges and universities is
another example. Among the more than 3,000 colleges and
universities in this nation are a significant number that have
chosen--consistent with our traditions--to have a special
purpose, such as historically black colleges, women's colleges,
religious seminaries, and colleges with a unique curriculum. I

am thinking of institutions like Fisk, Wellesley, St. Mary's
Seminary, Julliard, St. John's College, Jewish Theological
Seminary, Colorado School of Mines, and the Rhode Island Schools
of Design. This variety has served our nation well. It offers
more meaningful choices. It would surely be ironic if accrediting
agencies were, in the name of diversity, to compel more of our
institutions to look alike.

This diverse system of college and universities has worked
remarkably well to open the doors of opportunity, especially to
Americans who may have suffered various forms of discrimination,
or, for other reasons, simply been left behind.

Let me illustrate. In 1969, 42* of undergraduates were women.
Since 1978, however, woman have been a majority of all college
undergraduates in the United States, and today 55% of all
undergraduates are women. At the graduate level, growing numbers
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of women are pursuing the educational opportunities so necessary
for a successful career: women now account for 502 of all
graduate and professional students in this country. Minorities
too have made steady progress in enrollment in higher education.
Fifteen years ago, 15.7% of all students in higher education were
members of minority groups; that number has grown steadily and in
1988 stood at 18.9%. Among minorities, black Americans have
increased their participation in higher education. In 1965,
blacks accounted for less than 5% of all college and university
students under the age of 35; as of 1989 they were over 10%. In
absolute numbers, black enrollment numbers in higher education
have more than quadrupled.

You also invited me to talk about "diversity as a tool for
correcting discrimination." I'm not sure what you have in mind.
If you aro asking whether the Federal Government should require
racial or ethnic or gender balancing at colleges and universities
as a condition of receiving federal funds, my answer is no.
Nothing in the law or in court decisions supports such a policy.
On the other hand, it is certainly appropriate for a court or an
authorized administrative agency to fashion a remedy that takes
race or gender into account upon finding that an institution is
guilty of discriminatory actions. One of our most important jobs
at the Department of Education is vigorous enforcement of the
federal civil rights laws at institutions receiving federal
education money.

Our strength as a nation lies in pluralism, especially the
diversity of our people. It lies, too, in our shared sense of
citizenship. We have become the first universal nation. I can't
think of another nation that has gathered together the sons and
daughters of every other nation and every other continent and so
successfully formed a common culture. We celebrate our
differences. They give us resourcefulness, creativity, energy,
strength--and an appeal that continues to attract more new
Americans from all corners of the globs. But what makes our
nation finally work is a spirit of tolerance and mutual respect
for our differences and a zeal for continuously forging this idea
we call America. In a world torn by nationalism, tribalism,
religious end ethnic conflicts, the United States of America
stands out as a successful multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multi-
religious society.

Perhaps the most important contribution that all of us can make
towards promoting real success in higher education for students
from so many different backgrounds is to improve elementary and
secondary education. If America meets our national education
goals for the year 2000, there will necessarily be a larger
number of poor and minority students who graduate from high
school and have the necessary educational background to enter and
succeed in college; there will necessarily be a larger number of

tJ
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Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Before we proceed to questions, let me take note of the fact that

we have been joined by the distinguished chairman of the full Com-
mittee on Government Operations, Mr. Conyers.

I would like to recognize him for whatever opening comments he
might wish to make.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
I want to join you in welcoming the Secretary here today.
These are important matters. We think this inquiry has a far-

reaching scope. I am very interested in it.
I would like to come back to a few questions in a short time if I

can.
I want to commend you for the excellent work you have done in

this area, Chairman Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, if you would like to have your associates join you

at the table so we will not have this back and forth movement.
I think that would be appropriate at this point.
Would you prefer to just sit there by yourself, wait until we get

questions?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I would prefer that, but if it becomes necessary,

I will move them quickly up so I don't waste your time.
Mr. WEISS. Let me start by asking you which office in the De-

partment of Education first receives and reviews petitions for rec-
ognition from accrediting agencies?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Which?
Say that again, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Which office within the Department of Education

first receives and reviews petitions for recognition from accrediting
agencies?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think if your questions are of the procedural
kind on accrediting agencies, Mr. Chairman, I will ask Dr. Sanders
or Mr. Childers to step up and answer those questions.

Mr. Childers, you were sworn in. If you would take a seat at your
name:

You have heard the question?
Mr. CHILDERS. I have.
Mr. Chairman, the first point of contact with the Department for

an accrediting agency is our accrediting agency evaluation branch.
That is the first place that an agency would send its petition for
recognition.

Mr. WEISS. Before we proceed, would you identify yourself as to
what your role is within the agency?

Mr. CHILDERS. My name is John Childers. I am the Deputy As-
sistant Secretary for Higher Education Programs. Within the
Office of Higher Education Programs is located the Accrediting
Agency Evaluation Branch that I just referred to.

Mr. WEISS. Does the Office of Post Secondary Education review
the petitions to be sure that the accrediting agencies are in compli-
ance with the Department's regulations?

Mr. CHILDERS. The petitions received by the branch are reviewed,
yes.
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Mr. WEISS. Does the Office of Post Secondary Education submit
recommendations based on its investigation to the National Adviso-
ry Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility?

Mr. CHILDERS. Along with the materials actually submitted by
the accrediting agency to the Department, there is a staff analysis
of those materials that is submitted to the National Advisory Com-
mittee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility prior to its
meetings.

Mr. WEISS. Besides in-house, is there a recommendation?
Mr. CHILDERS. Normally there is a recommendation as well.
Mr. WEISS. Is the role of the committee to provide advice to you

in regard to your decision to recognize or not recognize the accred-
iting agencies?

Mr. CHILDERS. The role of the national advisory committee is to
provide advice to the Secretary on recognition or nonrecognition of
an accrediting agency.

Mr. WEISS. Does the Office of Post Secondary Education also
submit recommendations on whether to recognize accrediting agen-
cies or not recognize them?

Do you make that recommendation to the Secretary, Mr.
Childers?

Mr. CHILDERS. Recommendations are made to the Secretary, yes.
Mr. WEISS. OK.
Did the Office of Post Secondary Education review the petition

for recognition submitted by the Commission on Higher Education
of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools?

Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, the agency accrediting branch reviewed its
petition.

Mr. WEISS. Did the Office of Post Secondary Education recom-
mend to the advisory committee that the petition be approved be-
cause Middle States was in, "full compliance with the Depart-
ment's criteria?"

Mr. CHILDERS. The staff recommendation to the advisory commit-
tee recommended continuation of Middle States as an accrediting
agency, but pointed out several issues we thought the national ad-
visory committee should discuss. One of those was whether or not
the diversity standard itself was generally accepted.

Another one was whether or not it had been consistently applied
to institutions in the Middle States area.

There is a third concern we had about Middle States dealing
with the ability to benefit issue. At the earlier stage the staff did
rem mmend before the hearing that Middle States should be contin-
ued but pointed out problems in ability to benefit and in the area
of diversity.

Mr. WEISS. But, indeed, the quotation that I gave you appears in
the staff analysis and recommendation; is that not true? That is
that the petition be approved because Middle States was, "in full
compliance with the Department's criteria"?

Mr. CHILDERS. Before I swear to the absolute accuracy of very
precise words that I don't have in front of me, I would want to look
at them.

In general, the recommendation was to approve Middle States.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
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On January 28, 1991, the Assistant Secretary for Post Secondary
Education submitted staff recommendations and a report of the ad-
visory committee to Dr. Sanders, who was the Acting Secretary of
Education at this time.

What was the Assistant Secretary's recommendation for the
Middle States agency, Dr. Sanders?

Dr. Sanders, you have been sworn in. You have heard the ques-
tion.

Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, would you please restate the ques-
tion?

Mr. WEISS. On January 28, 1991, the Assistant Secretary for Post
Secondary Education submitted staff recommendations and a
report of the advisory committee to you. You were, at that time,
the Acting Secretary of Education.

What was the Assistant Secretary's recommendation for the
Middle States agency?

Dr. SANDERS. My recollection is the Assistant Secretary recom-
mended continuing the recognition of Middle States.

Mr. WEISS. Were you aware of the Assistant Secretary's recom-
mendation, Secretary Alexander?

Mr. ALEXANDER. When, Mr. Chairman?
I was president of the University of Tennessee in January 1991.
Mr. WEISS. Before you made your April 11 decision.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. This recommendation, I assume, was not made light-

ly? It was made after months of intensive review; is that correct,
Mr. Childers?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I have no idea, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Sanders.
Dr. SANDERS. That would be my presumption, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEiss. Mr. Childers.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, we can't guess what was in the

mind of someone who is not here.
Mr. WEISS. I am asking about the recommendation by the Assist-

ant Secretary.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You are asking whether it was made lightly. I

don't think any of us is in the position to know whether Dr.
Haynes recommendation was made lightly or not. He was a well-
respected member of the Department.

I accepted his recommendation as well as Dr. Sanders advice,
considered it and decided Dr. Haynes was wrong, and made my de-
cision and agreed with the advisory committee and asked for the
decision to be deferred.

I said I wanted to know more about why a private accrediting
agency was asking a religious seminary to change its beliefs. Why
was it doing that? Who gave it that job?

I assumed if it could do that, it could also say to any other semi-
nary or religious institution what it ought to be doing. While those
were important questions, I thought the Congress and the institu-
tion and other government agencies had that job and that the pri-
vate accrediting agencies did not.

I was surprised to see that they were involved in those sorts of
activities.
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Mr. WEISS. The Assistant Secretary recommendation was then
overruled; is that correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Assistant Secretary's recommendation was
advice to me, that was considered. Then I made my decision, which
is the only decision that counts in this case.

Mr. WEISS. The Assistant Secretary who made the recommenda-
tion was Dr. Leonard Haynes.

He was fired by you; isn't that correct?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Haynes submitted his letter

of resignation to the President and left in June. When I came in I
talked with members of the Department about forming a team to
do what I thought needed to be done.

Dr. Haynes and I talked about that. He decided as a result of
those conversations to resign. When he resigned, I wrote him, as I
told him privately, that I thought he performed his job well.

I am sure he will move on to other distinguished careers.
Mr. WEISS. Again, let me see if I can clarify that response. You

are not suggesting that he wanted to leave, that it was a voluntary
leaving on his part, are you?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We had a discussion, Mr. Chairman. I am not
sure it is necessary for Dr. Haynes' point of view.

If you want to bring that discussion in public, that is up to you. I
don't think that is necessary. It is the prerogative of the President
to make those appointments.

He resigned in a letter he wrote as a result of our discussion
about the kind of team we wanted to form. We had that discussion
shortly after I arrived.

Mr. WEISS. As a matter of fact, on March 26, 1991, Dr. Haynes
was called into your office. There were some other people present.

You then told Dr. Haynes that you and the President have decid-
ed to make a change, and wanted his resignation effective May 31?
Isn't that correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I talked to him about that, Mr. Chairman. I see
no need to put that in public.

If the question is did I want to make an appointment of a differ-
ent person in that job and did I tell Dr. Haynes that within the
first week or so after I arrived, the answer is yes, I did.

Mr. WEISS. We are asking it because of the context within which
the recommendation was made and then the firing took place and
then the decision by you subsequent to the firing.

At this point, I am going to yield for questions.
Before we go to Mr. Thomas, let me take note of the fact that

Ms. DeLauro from Connecticut has arrived.
If you have any opening comments you would care to make at

this point, we would be pleased to have them.
Ms. DELAURO. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for

holding the hearing and thank the Secretary for his testimony. I
apologize for not being here for your testimony.

I ask my opening statement be entered into the record.
Mr. WEISS. Without objection, that will be done, as will docu-

ments that we refer to from time to time.
[The prepared statement of Ms. DeLauro follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing on the

use of diversity in the process of accrediting colleges and

universities.

On one level, this hearing will seek to address the use of

diversity standards by accrediting agencies. And on the second

level, this hearing will go to the heart of the debate about

what the Administration's position is on the lole and rights of

minorities and women.

Congress has come a long way in developing laws to end

discrimination. To reverse that pattern, whether in our

schools, the workforce, or within the policies of the

Department of Education would be a step backward.

I believe diversity is a vital element in our colleges

and universities. Therefore, I am particularly interested in

where the Department of EduCation is headed with this issue.

I hope that Secretary Alexander will be able to provide us

with some answers to a very complex and sensitive issue. I

welcome his to the Subcommittee and look forward to his

testimony. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. WEISS. At this point I am pleased to yield to the distin-
guished ranking member, Mr. Thomas.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, the discussion in the hearing seems to turn on a

decision with respect to Middle States. What is the status of Middle
States in terms of your decision?

Let me ask further what opportunity will Middle States and
other parties have to have input prior to this decision if it indeed
has not been made?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for the question.
What I have done is exactly what the national advisory commit-

tee appointed to advise the Secretary about matters like this rec-
ommended that I do, which was defer. I made a decision April 11,
to defer, to this fall, a final decision about reaccrediting, recogniz-
ing this accrediting agency.

I stated what my concerns were, which followed very closely the
concerns of the advisory committee which had been appointed by
my predecessors. What I have asked for is that all those who wish
to make comments on this decisionmaking process, do so by July
31, so there is still plenty of time for others to submit that in writ-
ing.

I have asked the committee to hear from Middle States itself,
about any information it has.

What I want to know is what were they doing, and why were
they doing it and why do they think that is their job? Then there
will be a hearing in the fall by the advisory committee based on all
these facts they have gathered, then they will make a recommen-
dation to me.

I will consider their recommendation and then I will make a
final decision about whether to grant recognition to the Middle
States Accrediting Agency at that time.

Mr. THOMAS. Will this decision have some direct impact on how
the Department will see the aecreditor's role with respect to diver-
sity?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think the answer to that is yes, Mr. Thomas.
I think the actions of Middle States in the cases of Westminster

Theological Seminary and Baruch College specifically, in the first
case what appears is the accrediting agency was ordering a reli-
gious denomination which does not ordain women and only allows
ministers to serve on the board of its seminary, nevertheless, to
have a woman on the board.

In the other ease, Baruch College, which has according to its
president, more than 18 percent of its faculty minority, which is far
in excess of what most colleges and universities have, that that
wasn't a sufficient balance. In both of those cases it ordered them
to make changes or to not receive accreditation.

If this accrediting agency or any other accrediting agency is
going to get into the business of establishing gender or ethnic mix
of the faculty, board or student body of a college or university as a
prerequisite for accreditation, we are going to have to think about
the effect that has on the arrangement we have with the accredit-
ing agencies to do the accreditation.

They are not the only policemen we can make an arrangement
with to tell us whether the colleges and universities who receive
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students with Federal grants and loans are good colleges and uni-
versities or diploma mills. That is what we are interested in, is the
quality of academic institutions.

There are other government agencies, courts, the Department of
Justice and the constitution that have the job of looking at wheth-
er the Federal civil rights laws have been violated.

Mr. THOMAS. It is your view, that there are other mechanisms to
enforce what I think we would all agree is a necessary component,
and that is civil rights?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The answer to that question, Mr. Thomas, is
yes, I know there are other mechanisms. I think it is the first re-
sponsibility of the board and the president of each college and uni-
versity campus to, not to discriminate.

Even in my case, when I was president, and I think in most
cases, presidents try to create communities of many different back-
grounds. The question I was raising is why does the gatekeeper for
student loans then have the right also to be the policeman for civil
rights on the campuses?

I wonder why they are doing that, who gave them that job? That
is the question I am asking.

Mr. THOMAS. I guess this is more for information. I am not sure I
understand the relationship between the Department and the ac-
crediting agency. How does that fit together?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you, Mr. Thomas.
In the simplest sense, the Department has askedthe Depart-

ment recognizes accrediting agencies and asked those agencies to
tell the Department whether a college or a university is a college
or university of academic quality or whether it is just a diploma
mill.

Members of Congress are putting a lot of pressure on the Depart-
ment about student loan defaults, for example, and want us to
crack down in some cases on some institutions which may be
taking students that are not real institutions because that is a
waste of taxpayers' money. Money that could go to other students
at other institutions.

Congress has told the Secretary in the law to look for reliable au-
thorities of the quality of education. We have chosen to use accred-
iting for that purpose at least since after the Korean war and the
GI bill. It is not the only option we have.

There are State licensing agencies or we could do it ourselves.
But we have so far decided to allow accrediting agencies to do that.

They have agreed to do it. In response we have given them a
very powerful weapon. If they fail to accredit Westminster Theo-
logical Seminary or Baruch, it is not only a stigma.

It may mean the loss of over half of their student body.
Mr. THOMAS. How would you respond to the characterization

that the Department of Education has mounted an assault on civil
rights?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Thomas. I would say with respect to that
anyone who thinks that, I would invite them to look a little bit
more carefully at what we are doing.

I think what we are trying to do is to ask the gatekeeper for stu-
dent grants and loans to stick to its job. Then it is our job as part,
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one of our major jobs at the Department of Education is to enforce
civil rights at colleges and universities.

We have an office that does that. The Department of Justice does
that.

I think we are doing our job well. We regard it as a very impor-
tant job. We have not asked the accrediting agencies for help with
that.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Zeliff.
Mr. ZELIFF. I am trying to understand a little bit better, Mr. Sec-

retary, the role of the accrediting bodies. Maybe you can help me.
Who gives the responsibility to the private accrediting bodies to

set quotas for colleges and universities?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't know the answer to that question. I have

not used the word "quotas." I noticed it was picked up in a press
release from the committee. Perhaps I did once. Certainly, the De-
partment of Education did not ask any accrediting agency to tell us
whether the University of New Hampshire, for example, has the
correct mix of men or women, or the correct mix of persons of dif-
ferent religious beliefs, or different ethnic backgrounds, or race as
part of the student body or its faculty or its governing board.

Our Office of Civil Rights might ask that question. The Depart-
ment of Justice might ask that question. Private individuals might
ask that question. None of us have asked the accrediting agencies
to give us information about that.

We asked them to tell us whether the University of New Hamp-
shire has sufficient quality so it should be certified as a place
where students with Federal grants and loans may go to continue
their education.

Mr. ZELIFF. This is a role they are assuming?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I assume so. And I suppose I shouldn't speak for

them, I suppose they would say, well, we are a voluntary organiza-
tion, and colleges and universities who are members have agreed to
what we are doing.

One reason I am raising this question is to make sure that col-
lege presidents, who are very busy people, know exactly what their
accrediting association is doing and to approve of it's actions.

I have heard from a lot of college presidents who do not approve
of it.

Mr. ZELIFF. So, this then does interfere with their institutional
autonomy, responsibility.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I believe that it would, and that is one reason I
am raising the question, and I have asked the advisory committee
to ask the accrediting agency just what it is doing and who gave it
that job.

Mr. ZELIFF. I think it is a good role. I can see how serious this is
in our eyes, and to delay that decision to get more information
seems to make sense. How do the members that make up those
bodies get selected or appointed, and who do they answer to, or
who do they report to?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am going to ask Mr. Childers to respond to
that question, Mr. Congressman.

Mr. CHILDERS. Accrediting agencies, Congressman, are voluntary
associations. They appoint and hire their own staff, and they basi-
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cally are composed of representatives, officials of the colleges and
universities that make up the accrediting association.

Mr. ZELIFF. So they become kind of a peer group review?
Mr. CHILDERS. Yes, their major role is peer review of institutions,

as the Secretary has stated, peer review to determine the quality of
the education offered in those institutions.

Mr. ZELIFF. Are there regulations set up by you, Mr. Secretary,
relative to regulating these bodies, or do they have guidelines of
any kind?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We regulatethe Secretary regulates the proc-
ess by which the Secretary recognizes these accrediting agencies
for the purposes of determining whether colleges and universities
are appropriate places for students with Federal grants and loans,
so there are those regulations.

Mr. ZELIFF. But not regulations relative to anything to do with
diversity, or quotas, or anything of that kind?

Mr. ALEXANDER. So far as I know, there is not a regulation by
the Secretary that exists today that has to do with diversity and
accrediting agencies. Is that correct, John?

Mr. CHILDERS. That is correct, Mr. Secretary. The criteria for rec-
ognition do not speak to diversity.

Mr. ZELIFF. Mr. Chairman, I just have a couple more questions, if
I could. Mr. Secretarydo you feel you have the authority to over-
see and enforce the laws, have the right to intervene in accrediting
groups' decisionmaking, do you feel you have that right and au-
thority based on your position?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Zeliff, I do not want to be the accreditor of
colleges and universities, that is why we have made this arrange-
ment with the accrediting agencies. They have traditionally per-
formed an extraordinarily valuable function in American higher
education in helping colleges and universities, consider how to con-
tinue to improve their academic quality.

Sohowever, Iand let me say also that I suppose that one
reason this elaborate peer review situation was set up, which in
effect gives a monopoly toand generally speaking, to the regional
institutions for most colleges and universities, for example, if the
University of Tennessee were not accredited by the Southern Asso-
ciation, our only remedy would be to apply directly to the Secre-
tary.

I think I have to watch that very carefully to see whether the
accrediting associations are sticking to their knitting, which is the
academic quality of the University of Tennessee, or whether they
are developing a broader agenda.

If they are developing a broader agenda, I don't think the Secre-
tary should be loaning, to their broader agenda, in a monopolistic
situation, the huge weapon that might deprive students of Federal
grants and Federal loans.

To that extent, I think I have a responsibility to consider wheth-
er the accrediting agencies ought to limit their activitieswhether
accrediting agencies are going too far afield when they get into a
social agenda that includes cultural diversity.

Mr. ZELIFF. Certainly then in terms of looking at these diversity
standards, you want to make sure they are not used as a club to
micromanage individual colleges and universities?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correct. I think we ought to have lots of
diversity among colleges and universities, and a college campus
ought to be able to consider for itself what kind of community it
has, subject to the Federal civil rights laws and the constitution.

I don't think we need private accrediting agencies making that
decision for them. That is the question before me, and the one I
would like to gather more information on.

Mr. ZELIFF. Thank you very much.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Before I go to the majority side for further questions, I want to

ask some questions to set the framework again, with your permis-
sion, and I will get backyou will be on next after that.

Mr. Secretary, just to keep the record clear, as to who mentioned
quotas in what context, in your April 11 decision, you state on page
3 that the application of Middle States diversity standards could
conceivably cause violations of Federal civil rights laws.

You do acknowledge, in fact, you made that statement?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think I must have if you are reading from my

statement. I believe that may be the only time I used that word,
and have not used it since, in connection with this case, that I can
remember. If you are reading from my statement

Mr. WEISS. I am indeed. In your April 11 decision, states:
I have become concerned about the Commission on Higher Education of the

Middle States Association's adoption and mix of certain standards that require what
CHE considers the appropriate ethnic, racial, gender, and age diversity or balance
among the faculty and governing board of an institution as a condition for accredi-
tation.

Your April 11 decision is a departure from the position on diver-
sity described in former Secretary Cavazos' September 15, 1990,
letter to colleges and universities, in which the former Secretary
announced the formation of a task force to promote diversity. The
former Secretary invoked the name of President Bush in announc-
ing this new policy.

Has the President directed you to rescind that policy?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No, Mr. Chairman. I would strongly disagree. I

think that is the heart of the discussion today, what you just said. I
am all for diversity. I think varietypeople from common back-
grounds, different backgrounds, is an important part of what gives
America its strength, its energy, its resonance and its appeal.

What I am questioning is why a voluntary accrediting associa-
tion thinks it is its business to tell a theological seminary and an-
other college exactly what diversity should mean on that campus. I
wonder why that is its business.

Mr. WEISS. Well, Mr. Secretary, we will put the entire letter in
the record.

[The letter follows:]
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UNITED STATE: DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
THE SECRETARY

April 11, 1991

Dr. Howard L. Simmons
Executive Director
Commission on Higher Education
Middle States Association of

Colleges and Schools
3624 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Dear Dr. Simmons:

Enclosed please find my decision regarding the petition for

renewal of recognition submitted by the Commission on Higher

Education of the Middle States Association of Colleges and

Schools. If you have questions about this decision, please

contact Mr. Charles I. Griffith, Director of the Division of

Agency Evaluation and Support, Office of Postsecondary Education.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

Laproa, Atk-c."Aa-veaeA
Lamar Alexander

400 MARYLAND AVE- SW WASHINGTON. DC 20202-0100
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UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THESVIUMUM

April 11, 1991

Decision of the Secretary of Education Remanding Petition for
Renewal of Recognition of the Commission on Higher Education of
the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools

The matter before me is the petition for renewal of recognition
submitted by the Commission on Higher Education of the Middle
States Association of Colleges and Schools ("CHE"). The scope of
the renewal petition is for recognition as an accrediting agency
for degree-granting postsecondary institutions within five Mid-
Atlantic States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands, as well as other institutions defined in CHE's
petition. CHE's July 9, 1990 supplemental submission, p. 1. For

reasons stated below, I am remanding this matter to the National
Advisory Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility
("Advisory Committee") to address issues relating to what CHE
terms its "diversity" standards. Of course, pending this review
and a final decision on CHE's petition, CHE will continue to be
included on the published list of recognized accrediting
agencies.

The Tmnortaqpe of Accreditation Decisions of
Department- Recognized Agencies

In order for a postsecondary institution and its students to be
eligible for many types of Federal financial assistance, it must
be accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the
Secretary of Education (unless one of the statutory alternatives

to such accreditation applies). To ensure that federal money
devoted to postsecondary education is spent wisely, the Higher
Education Act requires the Secretary of Education to recognize
only these accrediting agencies that he determines to be
"reliable authorities" as to the "quality of training" or
education offered by those postsecondary institutions within the

scope of an agency's operations. Sae 20 U.S.C. 1085, 1088, 1141,
et 81.; 34 C.F.R. Part 602; 53 Fed. Req. 25088 (July 1, 1988).

About one out of every two postsecondary students in this country
now receives some form of federal financial assistance. For that
reason, accreditation by a recognized agency is for moat
institutions not simply a matter of choosing to affiliate with
like-minded institutions in a voluntary association; it is a
matter of necessity.

400 ILUMAND isa. M. IVAIIIIVICITON. D.C. 202034100
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CHE is the only currently recognized regional accrediting agency
for a broad range of postsecondary institutions in the Mid-
Atlantic area. CHE thus wields considerable power in making its
accreditation decisions. Moreover, even for those institutions
for which there is an alternative recognized accrediting agency
that could provide accreditation, the revocation of accreditation
by CHE may lead to loss of eligibility for federal aid. 20
U.S.C. 1085(n), 1088(a)(3),(e).

Sttutory and Constitutional Considerations

In reviewing CHE's petition, I have become concerned about CHE's
adoption and application of certain standards that require what
CHE considers "appropriate" ethnic, racial, gender, and age
diversity or balance among the faculty and governing board of an
institution as a condition for accreditation. See CHE's
"Characteristics of Excellence in Higher Education", pp. 1, 25,
32. I can certainly understand why a college or university might
try to attract students, faculty and employees of very different
backgrounds. America is a country of people from a variety of
backgrounds and experiences. That is part of its unique
strength. Many colleges and universities seek to become
communities reflecting the variety that is America. Other
colleges and universities have chosen different missions for
themselves. In light of the enormous variety among colleges and
universities in this country, should a regional accrediting
agency dictate to institutions whether or how they should balance
their students, faculty, administration and governing boards by
race, ethnicity, gender or age?

I am concerned that CHE's prescription and application of
diversity standards as part of the accreditation process .nay
undermine the reliability of accreditation decisions as basic
indicators of an institution's adequacy in providing training and
education to its students. For example, certain submissions the
Department has received with regard to Bernard Baruch College of
City University of New York suggest that CHE found Baruch to be
an excellent academic institution but nevertheless threatened
Baruch's accreditation for allegedly failing to hire an adequate
proportion of minority faculty and administrators.

I am also concerned that CHE's prescription and application of
diversity standards as part of the accreditation process may
interfere with a postsecondary institution's traditional academic
freedom and may decrease real diversity among postsecondary
educational institutions that define their educational missions
differently. For example, there is evidence that CHE has
threatened to remove the accreditation of Westminster Theological
Seminary if it does not include a woman on its governing board.
Such action raises serious questions regarding religious as well
as academic freedom.

2
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While as a voluntary private association CHE may wish to promote
various social goals or agendas as it sees fit, the federal
recognition role is subject to additional considerations. As
mentioned earlier, the accreditation decisions of Department-
recognized accrediting agencies have serious consequences under
federal law for institutions and students. For that reason, the
Department must be careful not to sanction coercive restrictions
on traditional academic independence through the departmental
recognition process.

Certain testimony in support of CHE's petition suggests that CHE
may consider its diversity standards as efforts to remedy
discrimination. This Department has been charged by Congress
with, and is firmly committed to, enforcing the civil rights
statutes applicable to recipients of federal education monies.
But a private association like CHE is not the appropriate body to
make findings of discrimination and fashion appropriate remedies
under these statutes. See Mecents of the University of
California v. Dakke, 438 U.S. 265, 307-09 (1978) (Powell, J.).
Indeed, CHE's prescription and application of its diversity
standards could conceivably cause violations of federal civil
rights laws by, for example, leading to race-based hiring quotas
at educational institutions receiving federal funds.

The Recoonition Regulations

Based on a review of the record, there appear to be open
questions as to whether CHE's diversity standards satisfy the
following four requirements of the Department's recognition
regulations: (1) that prior to their application, such standards
or criteria are clearly described in publicly available and
current written material, 34 C.F.R. 602.13(d): (2) that CHE's
diversity standards, diversity evaluation methods, and diversity-
based decisions are accepted as appropriate for accreditation
decisions by educators and educational institutions, 34 C.F.R.
602.14(a); (3) that such standards, methods and decisions are
accepted as appropriate by other recognized accrediting agencies,
34 C.F.R. 602.14(c); and (4) that CHE maintains effective
controls against inconsistent application of such standards or
criteria, 34 C.F.R. 602.16(g).

Further, the submissions from a professor at Baruch College raise
a question about whether CHE maintains effective controls against
conflicts of interest by members of evaluation teams, 34 C.F.R.
602.16(g).

ThsEmmand

CHE and other interested parties should have ample opportunity to
address my concerns about the application of CHE's diversity
standards. Moreover, before I reach any final decision on CHE's
petition, I wish to receive the recommendations of the Advisory

3
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Committee on matters within that Committee's expertise. That
Committee at its Fall 1990 meeting voted to defer making a
recommendation on CHE's petition because of many of those same
concerns about CHE's diversity standards. Accordingly, I am
deferring a decision on CHE's petition for renewal of recognition
and remanding this matter to the Advisory Committee. And I am
hereby requesting the Advisory Committee, at its Fall 1991
meeting, to examine the issue of whether CHE's diversity
standards, as stated, interpreted and applied by CHE, affect the
reliability of CHE's accreditation decisions as authoritative
indicators of the quality of training and education offered by
the postsecondary institutions within the scope of CHE's petition
for recognition. I specifically request the Advisory Committee
to examine whether CHE has applied its diversity standards so as
to infringe traditional institutional autonomy, and to address
the issues identified Above regarding compliance with the
Department's recognition regulations.

Additional Evidence

CHE and other interested parties are invited to submit
supplemental material addressing all the above issues. For
example, CHE should further address the meaning, function,
rationale and application of its diversity standards. The
Department's record on CHE's actions regarding Baruch College is
incomplete, and that subject should be addressed by CHE. If CHE
has anything more to add to the record on CHE's actions regarding
Westml*ster Theological Seminary, it should do so. Other past
and rent applications of the diversity standard should also be
explained and, to the extent possible, adequately documented. To
facilitate this process, the Department's staff is instructed to
contact CHE to arrange for review of relevant records at CHE's
offices.

To allow adequate time for review by the Advisory Committee and
by the Department, CHE and any other interested parties should
submit any additional written materials on CHE's renewal petition
to the Accrediting Agency Evaluation Branch, Office of
Postsecondary Education, by July 31, 1991.

LaytekA mc,AmreLed
Lamar Alexander
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Mr. WEISS. In that letter from Secretary Cavazos, the Depart-
ment announced formation of an internal task force to promote
the letter stated:

President Bush and I and every member of this Administration seek a future for
our children that is free from the deep personal hurt and injustice that discrimina-
tion leaves in its wake.

I know you will join us in working to eliminate racial, ethnic, gender and reli-
gious discrimination on our campuses and in building a society that draws its
strength from the vitality of its people.

You don't deny that letter was sent out?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't deny it. I agree with it. We don't believe

the gatekeeper for the student grant or loan program ought to go
to a Jewish theological seminary and tell them how many Presby-
terians ought to be on their board.

Mr. WEISS. The task force on diversity was scheduled to meet
January 22, 1991. Can you tell me why it didn't meet, and has not
had any meetings since then?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I can't.
Mr. WEISS. Can anybody who is sitting here, or in the audience,

from your staff, tell us that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The reason I can't tell you that is, I wasn't the

Secretary. Perhaps Dr. Sanders can.
Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I cannot respond to that question. I

do not know or recall why they did not meet.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams, would you please step forward? You

were sworn in. You are under oath.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I have no information to provide

as to why that meeting did not take place.
Mr. WEISS. Isn't it a fact that you discussed the January 22 meet-

ing with Mr. Sanders, and he told you to cancel it, and gave you
the impression that the task force was dead?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We had a discussion with regard to the Task
Force on Racial Harassment. I was not directed to cancel any meet-
ing for the Secretary.

Mr. WEISS. Did you have a discussion regarding the task force on
diversity?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We had a discussion regarding a Task Force on
Racial Harassment, not a task force on diversity. It was a task
force the Secretary wanted on the area of racial harassment.

Mr. WEISS. What happened? What was the nature of that conver-
sation.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Over a lunch discussion, there was concern about
the number of people that would be invited, and who specifically
would be invited. We never completed the list of invitees, and
never formalized the meeting that was planned to take place.

Mr. WEISS. You were never told by Dr. Sanders to cancel it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, I was never instructed by Dr. Sanders to

cancel a meeting.
Mr. WEISS. You didn't conduct the meeting. The meeting never

took place.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Keep in mind, this was the Secretary's meeting.

The Secretary never held the meeting.
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Mr. WEISS. Secretary Alexander, would you agree, under the law,
State and local governments establish and dictate educational
standards?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Mr. WEISS. You do not? Well, let me then quote you from 20

U.S.C. 3403(a). It says:
It is the intention of the Congress in the establishment of the Department to pro-

tect the rights of State and local governments and public and private educational
institutions in the areas of educational policies and administration of programs, and
to strengthen and improve the control of such governments and institutions over
their own educational programs and policies.

The establishment of the Department of Education shall not increase the author-
ity of the Federal Government over education or diminish the responsibility for edu-
cation which is reserved to the States and the local school systems and other instru-
mentalities of the States.

Do you disagree that, in fact, is what the law states?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Mr. WEISS. Then I ask you again, would you agree, under the

law, State and local governments establish and dictate educational
standards, rather than the Federal Government handing down edu-
cational dictates?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Mr. WEISS. Are you aware the law prohibits you from exercising

any control over accrediting agencies?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Mr. WEISS. Well, again, let me quote you 20 U.S.C. 3403(b)
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, the reason you are getting short

answers is because you are asking me questions that are so broad
that, having sworn under oath, I can't answer with any more
detail. But, obviously

Mr. WEISS. I am going to quote the law to you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, obviously State and local govern-

ments have almost all the education-setting authority, but in some
cases, the Federal Government has overriden that.

Mr. WEISS. I am quoting you sections of the law which, in fact,
apparently you are unaware of.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think you just agreed with me, Mr. Chair-
manyes, in some cases, the Federal Government has overriden
the State and local

Mr. WEISS. My ,ncern is that the Department has overriden
Federal law. 20 U.S.C. 3403(b):

No provision of a program administered by the Secretary or any other officer of
the Department shall be construed to authorize the Secretary or any such officer to
exercise any direction. supervision, or control over . . . any accrediting agency or
association.

Do you deny that in fact is a statement of the law?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't deny it, if you are

reading the law. But the law that your Congress, the Congress in
which you served passed, directed the Secretary to determine what
are reliable authorities for determining the qualities of the educa-
tional institutions that students with college grants and loans
attend.

And it sets out some very specific provisions under which the
Secretary does that, gives the Secretary the power to promulgate
regulations. And I am operating underif I may finish my
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answerI am operating under that law and those regulations. And
I don't know anyone that has challenged the validity of the law the
Congress has passed

Mr. WEISS. I know of no Federal law which permits you to set
standards, and, as a matter of fact, you knowand I am sure you
are aware of thisthere is a long, long, continuing history of the
States and localities jealously guarding, and Congress reassuring
that their concerns are addressed and that their rights are jealous-
ly guarded as to who makes education policy.

Every time, the Congress has come down on the side of the
States and localities. That is why in this instance, it is spelled out
specifically, you are to keep your hands off the supervision or con-
trol of any accrediting association.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, if I may respond to that, I am
delighted to hear your eloquent defense of States' rights. Second, I
might say, if I kept my hands, as Secretary, off the process of deter-
mining whether the accreditation process worked well as the gate-
keeper for the appropriate spending of Federal money, which
amounts to $12 billion a year, I believe you would have me up here
every day.

Most of the congressional committees right now are complaining
we are not being tough enough in terms of asking the accrediting
agencies to work on the quality of colleges and universities, and so
that is a very aggressive role by the Secretary working with the
accrediting agencies, which they do not have to participate in if
they do not wish to.

Mr. WEISS. What you are doing, though, is taking a very clear
explicitly stated legislative mandate as to your lack of any author-
ity over supervision or control of any accrediting agency, and
simply disregarding that because of your definition of what your
rights are.

I remind you, in fact, that it is Congress in passing legislation
that determines what your authority is, it is not you who can make
that determination yourself.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, I respect you, I respect the Con-
gress, and I totally agree with you. And I am acting precisely
under the authority the Congress gave the Secretary.

Mr. WEISS. Absolutely not.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, we have an obvious difference of opinion.
Mr. WEISS. You bet.
Now, Assistant Secretary Haynes understood the law. He advised

the Secretary's office it could not set standards for Middle States or
any other accrediting agency. His January 28 memorandum ad-
vised that "The responsibility of the Secretary is to recognize ac-
crediting agencies that can attest to the quality of education pro-
vided by their membership. It is not within the scope of the Secre-
tary's recognition process to frame an agency's standards."

That advice came from the office and official specifically charged
with enforcing the Department's regulations and Federal law.
Have any laws passed since Dr. Haynes' memorandum was written
to render his advice incorrect?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No, Mr. Chairman, the Assistant Secretary is
not charged by the Congress with the responsibility of this, the Sec-
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retary is. If we are going to let the Assistant Secretary make the
decisions we don't need a cabinet.

Mr. WEISS. The Department's own Office of General Counsel was
asked to review the decision on Middle States. An attorney in that
office concluded legislative history "suggests that he Government
was supposed to take note of existing accrediting activities rather
than to regulate those activities."

Are you aware of this opinion from the Office of General Coun-
sel?

Mr. ALEXANDER. This opinion?
Mr. WEISS. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Which opinion?
Mr. WEISS. The opinion which an attorney in the office
Mr. ALEXANDER. May I see it, please?
Mr. WEISS. You bet.
Mr. ALEXANDER. If the point is that there were others in the De-

partment who thought the decision made could have been made a
different way, yes. It was my decision. I take full responsibility for
it. I think I am right. There are others who think I am wrongI
will stipulate to that.

Mr. WEISS. This is the memo from Harold Jenkins, dated March
21, 1991.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Now, what was the question, Mr. Chairman, about this memo-

randum?
Mr. WEISS. An attorney in that office, the person who wrote that

memo, concluded the legislative history, "suggests the Government
was supposed to take note of existing accrediting activities rather
than to regulate those activities."

I asked if you were aware of this opinion.
Mr. ALEXANDER. If I was aware of this opinion. I think, Mr.

Chairman, I was not. I don't believe I saw this until I was prepar-
ing for my testimony today.

I can't be sure of that, but I considered a variety of points of
view and came to a decision which was I wondered why it was the
business of a private accrediting association to tell a seminary how
many women it should have on its board, or a black college how
many white pcople there should be on its board, or a Jewish semi-
nary how many Presbyterians should be on its faculty.

Mr. WEISS. That memo also concluded, "The approach taken as-
sumes that the Department of Education may focus on matters not
included in the regulatory criteria in assessing an agency's capac-
ity to ,evaluate educational quality. As a legal matter, this assump-
tion is subject to question."

Do you disagree with that conclusion, as well?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, let me look at it just a moment. The ap-

proach taken assumesyou are asking me to consider a memoran-
dum I have never considered before, s9 I will have to think about it
carefully.

Mr. WEISS. Well, while you are thinking, the reason we are
asking you these questions

Mr. ALEXANDER. I can't listen and think at the same time, Mr.
Chairman.
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The approach taken assumes the Department may focus on mat-
ters not included in the regulatory criteria in assessing an
agencyI am not sure what this means.

It says in the next sentence the assumption is subject to ques-
tion. Most lawyers say that about anything.

I thought I was clearly within my prerogatives in inquiring.
Mr. WEISS. You just have come in to the office. Here are people

who have been charged with the responsibility for overseeing and
making determinations on what the law is. They make recommen-
dations what the law is and you say, "no, they can't make that de-
cision. I am going to make the decision because I have questions."

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, that is precisely right. I may
have just come into the office, but I didn't come in from the rain. I
was chairman of the University of Tennessee for 8 years. I was a
practicing lawyer, as you were. I considered the pros and cons.

I make numerous decisions every day, and I considered on the
whole the Secretary had a right to inquire whether the Middle
States Association, for example, was focusing on educational effec-
tiveness appropriately. That is one of the provisions of the regula-
tion under the congressional law. When the Middle States Associa-
tion was making decisions consistent with its own standards, and I
also thought it was appropriate for me to consider whether deci-
sions and the questions that Middle States was raising were gener-
ally agreed with throughout the United States by other educators
and educational institutions, which is another specific regulation,
so there are three specific regulations under the congressional law
that gives me the responsibility to make these sorts of decisions.

I thought that was an appropriate decision to make, and I hope it
was a correct one.

Mr. WEISS. I don't think it was correct. I don't think you had the
authority.

Isn't it also true that the Department has already recognized
other accrediting agencies with diversity standards similar to those
of Middle States?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is possible, Mr. Chairman.
I think itI am not sure of that. I think the only regional ac-

crediting agency which has a diversity standard of that sort is the
Western Association, and it may have had that standard when it
was last recognized. There are a number of other associations, like
the one concerning journalism, who don't have the same life or
death sword over an entire institution. They do not have the ability
by their failure to accredit to cut off the institution's ability to take
students with grants and loans. I think that is quite different.

Even if other decisions had been made before I became the Secre-
tary, I was presented with an issue. I thought the issue was impor-
tant, and I did notI wondered why it was the job of the gatekeep-
er

Mr. WEISS. You said that already.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I want to keep focusing on that. I made my deci-

sion and I stick with it and I trust and hope I have made it appro-
priately and wisely.

Mr. WEISS. Well, according to that memorandum that we showed
you that you have before you, Mr. Jenkins states, "OPE indicates
one or more accrediting agencies with diversity standards similar
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to Middle States has recently been recognized by the Department
of Education."

The Department of Education had attempted to exert control
over accrediting agencies before. In 1987, former Secretary Bennett
attempted to add criteria to the Department's regulations to re-
quire accrediting agencies to have standards for program effective-
ness.

The requirement was deleted from the final revised criteria be-
cause it was against the law. Were you aware of that attempt?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No, I was not. That sounds interesting. What
was the proposal, to increase educational effectiveness over accred-
iting institutions?

Mr. WEISS. To have standards for program effectiveness. Mr.
Bennett tried to do that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Sounds like a pretty good idea.
I would have thought that might be exactly what an accrediting

agency ought to be doing. Focus on educational effectiveness is one
of the criteria we use.

What we want to know is what is the quality of this institution.
Mr. WEISS. The law I quoted before specifically tells the depart-

ment to keep its hands off supervision, regulation, control, sub-
stance of accrediting agencies. And, again, you seem to think be-
cause you came in with a fresh idea of how can they do this to a
religious organization, that that, in fact, overrules what the intent
of Congress clearly states it is.

I don't understand that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We disagree. Maybe we can talk more about it.
Mr. WEISS. The requirement for educational standards was delet-

ed from the final revised regulations because of "commenter's"
concerns about the limits of the Secretary's authority. Were you
aware most of the comments responding to the revised criteria
criticized the attempt to revise a standard because they felt the
Secretary was specifically prohibited by law from setting stand-
ards?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a long question.
In 1987 I was in Australia, Mr. Chairman. I was not aware of the

process.
Mr. WEISS. I am trying to bring you some historical perspective

about how the law was interpreted.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think I have interpreted the law consistently,

Mr. Chairman. If accrediting agencies want to look at their own
version of diversity and impose it on other colleges and universi-
ties, that does not cause me any concern. What causes me concern,
the reason I raise questions is whether we ought to lend them this
big weapon, which, in effect, forces colleges and universities to use
a single accrediting agency, which serves up for them their version
of cultural diversity.

If we did not use accrediting agencies, the accrediting agencies
could go about their business, they could invent all their ideas
about diversity they would like to, and we could accredit colleges
and universitieswe could decide in some other way whether a col-
lege or university was of reliable quality so we could spend taxpay-
ers' money there for student grants and loans.
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Mr. WEISS. We have tried to keep the Federal Government from
becoming big brother in the field of education, and all of a sudden
that seems to be what we are getting.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, with all respect, I think quite
the contrary is true. I think when we loan the Federal purse to a
private agency so they can tell Jewish theological seminaries how
many Presbyterians they need on their board, I think that is inter-
ference. I don't think the people in Tennessee telling Fisk Universi-
ty or historically black colleges how many people of other races are
on their boards. As long as the constitution is observed, the ques-
tion I have, what business is it of the private accrediting agency.

Mr WEISS. The question is what business is it of yours. In Middle
Statkts, they worked out their problems.

Mr. ALEXANDER. They worked out their problems the way people
did in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The accrediting agen-
cies stood there and said if you don't work it out, you will have to
close.

Mr. WEISS. Did they put a woman on the board?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am not sure. They were mightily protesting

and my sense of the Westminster case was basically the accrediting
agency was asking them to change their religious beliefs in order
to become accredited so their students could arrive with Federal
grants and loans. And the Westminster theological seminary ob-
jected strongly to that, which it seems to me in America is their
right to do.

It would seem to me if we are for diversity, we would be for more
diverse colleges and universities, not cookie cutter models all the
same.

Mr. WEISS. Let me at this point yield to our distinguished col-
league from New Jersey, Mr. Payne.

Mr. Payne, if you have any opening comments as well I welcome
them at this point.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I won't make an opening comment since I understand the Secre-

tary will have to be leaving.
I am sorry I missed the testimony here, but I did hear several

times something that keeps coming up, and I was trying to get an
idea what the rationale was for this new ruling. The thing that
comes up the most, I think you mentioned about seven times since
I have been here, is your main concern is that Jewish institutions
cannot get a Presbyterian on the board. Is that your main concern
about diversity?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Or my questionmy question is should a pri-
vate accrediting agency tell Howard University and Fisk, or any
other historically black college, how many white members should
be on the board?

Mr. PAYNE. That has never been a problem. As you know, Ms.
Bush is on the board at the Moorehouse School of Medicine

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you think it is the responsibility for a pri-
vate accrediting agency to tell Howard University

Mr. PAYNE. You don't usually tell people something they are al-
ready doing. I think that is not a good example.
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Let me get to another point. Regarding your statement on the
Middle Atlantic States, you are saying that, anyone who uses diver-
sity as a criterion shall not be recognized. So thereby

Mr. ALEXANDER. No, Mr. Payne, I said nothing that remotely re-
sembled that.

Mr. PAYNE. I wasn't here. I have just been listening to your re-
sponses. Do you want diversity to be included.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Payne, I valueto me, diversity means va-
riety. It means a culture of many different backgrounds. I want it
for myself, for my children, for all Americans. When I was presi-
dent of a university, I worked hard to see that we had it. I think
our constitution requires civil rights and that Congress has passed
laws on the subject and we have Federal agencies busy enforcing
those laws. My question is, is it the business of the accrediting
agency to take its version of diversity and impose it on more than
3,000 colleges and universities. That is my question.

Mr. PAYNE. All right. Then tell me what their interpretation of
diversity is so I can understand why you don't like it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, the reason what I didn't like about what I
heard was the idea of instructing a religious seminary that did not
ordain women and didn't permit women to serveand only permit-
ted ministers to serve on the board telling them they then had to
permit a woman to serve on the board which was contrary to reli-
gious beliefs.

I also wondered about telling Baruch College that 18 percent mi-
nority faculty was not enough when we only graduate about 31/2
percent black faculty every year, which is deplorably low, but it
seemed to me Baruch College is being singled out for some reason.

That led me to wonder whether the private agency could go fur-
ther in the kind of examples we have. We have many colleges and
universities like Julliard, Hostest Community College in New York,
Union Theological Seminary that have a religious or cultural or
even a racial focus and in the past we have not had accrediting
agencies tell them just what the racial mix ought to be on their
board or in their student body.

Mr. PAYNE. They are just encouraging, not requiring, cultural,
ethnic, and gender diversity.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That was my question. It looked like they were
saying specifically 18 percent is not enough at Baruch and you
have to put a woman on the board at Westminster Theological
Seminary. That looked like a very specific requirement. A con -flict

Mr. PAYNE. Let me just ask you how long has this diversity been
one of the criteria for accreditation?

Mr. ALEXANDER. As I understand it, it was adopted in 1988 by
the Middle States Association.

Mr. PAYNE. Do you think there has been, for examplewell, I
don't want to take where you went to school, but say

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is all right. I went to New York University
in Mr. Weiss' district.

Mr. PAYNE. I thought you went to Vanderbilt.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I went to both.
Mr. PAYNE. I thought you would have mentioned Vanderbilt

first.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. But my chairman went to New York University.
I am that smart.

Mr. PAYNE. All right. I want to get to the point. As you know, in
1954 there was the case of Brown v. Topeka Board of Education. It
was some other body that had to prod the educational institutions
to become more diverse. We find that there seems to be a lot of
need to prod for diversity in different areas if we take a look at the
landscape of this country where minorities, women, and handi-
capped people have been traditionally excluded. I am just trying to
get in my mind if you feel that diversity as a criterion is wrong or
diversity as a criterion by someone other than you is wrong or not
acceptable.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Payne, to use the example you asked about,
I was a student in Vanderbilt in 1961 and 1962. 1961 and 1962,
John Lewis was on the streets of Nashville, on the streets of Knox-
ville. He didn't have a place to go to the bathroom.

He didn't have a place to eat. He was trying to change the cus-
toms and the laws. In a very small way, I was at the university,
editor of the newspaper. I was arguing strongly we ought to open
the university up, which was then closed to blacks, open it up to
people of all races and the student body voted on it and it was
voted down in a private university in 1962. I felt very strongly
about that then; I feel very strongly about it now.

I was the first southern Governor to endorse the Voting Rights
Act. I have tried to introduce more variety into our institutions be-
cause I think that is good and healthy, but I don't think I need a
private accreditation agency telling me how to do it as a university
president. That is my only objection.

These are terribly important issues.
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. Secretary, who is going to do it? You admitted

there has been a need. I spent 11 /2 hours with the President yester-
day and I talked about this program for the year 2000, picking the
top school districts in the countr'- to have a special program and
then I talked about why not take the 75 poorest and let's try to do
the same program there, see if we can bring them up to that excel-
lence level and we talked about education and a number of things
and I just wonderand he said he is for all these things.

As I asked Mr. Williams before, 3 months ago, he seems to be
interested in, as he says, trying to promote diversity. Was this done
in concert with the White House, Mr. Sununu, Mr. Bush, this
knocking out of diversity?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The answer to that is no, I didn't discuss it with
the White House. We are not knocking out diversity; we think di-
versity is terribly important.

Mr. PAYNE. Who is going to call it, you?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
Mr. PAYNE. Aren't you saying an agency that used diversity in

the future should not be used for accreditation, period?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No. What I am asking, I have not made a deci-

sion in this case. I have asked more facts be gathered.
Mr. PAYNE. The handwriting is on the wall.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I have asked more facts be gathered and I asked

for a chance to make a decision. The people who obviously now
should make the decision are the U.S. Department of Justice and
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various Federal agencies who are charged by Congress of enforcing
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 1972, and a variety of other laws.

They are busy doing that, including in our Department.
The problem here seemed to me was like asking the fire inspec-

torhiring a fire inspector and he starts telling you how to cook.
What we need for accrediting agencies to do is focus on the quality
of colleges and universities. What they seem to also be saying they
want to do is to impose one version of diversity and, in fact, I think
lessen diversity among our colleges and universities.

That is the question we are asking.
Mr. PAYNE. We have to vote.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Payne, we have to go vote.
Mr. Secretary, we have more questions for you. I understand

your schedule requirements. We will have to take a recess for 10 to
15 minutes and then we will come back and continue. If you can
come back, fine. If not, we will try to see if we can get the ques-
tions to your staff people, although some of them, I think will be
dealing with the specific events around the National Advisory
Committee's action, but we have no choice at this point because of
the vote on the floor except to recess for about 15 minutes at the
most, and so we will play it whichever way you can fit it into your
schedule.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Weiss, thank you for your courtesy. What I
would like to request of the committee, I am host to a meeting
which begins at noon and I would like to ask if the other staff
members of the Department could stay and see if they can answer
as many of the questions as possible.

If you have further questions of me, I will certainly be glad to
answer them in writing. If you want to talk to me personally about
that, I will be glad to talk to you personally.

Mr. WEISS. I thank you very much. It may be if they take the
position "I don't know; I wasn't there," that, in fact, we will have
to ask you to come back at a time convenient to you and to us.

At this point with our appreciation, we excuse you. We hope Mr.
Williams, Mr. Childers and Dr. Sanders and the other people will
stand by. The subcommittee stands in recess for about 10, 15 min-
utes.

[Recess taken.]
Mr. WEISS. The subcommittee is now back in session.
I thank you, gentlemen, for standing by. We don't know when

the next interruption will come for a vote.
Mr. Childers, on November 13, 1990, the National Advisory Com-

mittee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility met to consid-
er 27 petitions for recognition from accrediting agencies. Where did
the committee meet?

Mr. CHILDERS. It met at a hotel in suburban Virginia, whose
name I can't remember at the moment.

Mr. WEISS. That is all right.
Mr. CHILDERS. Sheraton National, I am reminded.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
On that day the committee voted to approve the petition of the

Middle States Association, but the very next day a member of the
committee, Dr. Richard Kunkel, who already voted to approve the
Middle States petition, asked that the vote be reconsidered. The
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committee then reversed itself and denied the petition by a two
vote majority.

Were any of the witnesses here today or in the audience in at-
tendance at the meetings or did they meet with any members of
the advisory committee between November 13 and November 15?

Mr. CHILDERS. Well, I was there the entire time of the advisory
committee meeting at the Sheraton National Hotel. I don't believe
either of the other two witnesses were there.

Dr. SANDERS. That is not correct, Mr. Chairman. I was present.
As I recall, the committee came in for a preliminary session on
Veterans' Day, which was a holiday. Staff had invited me out to
the meeting to give an opening set of remarks, a charge to the com-
mittee, if you please, as well as to swear in new members.

I was present for a part of the advisory committee's, not their
formal meeting, but the preliminary session to their meeting, and
did interact with many of the advisory committee members.

Mr. WEISS. When you say that you interacted with them, what
was the nature of that interaction?

Dr. SANDERS. As I said, Mr. Chairman, I was present. I swore in
the new members. I gave a set of brief remarks and interacted for-
mally with the members of the committee.

I stayed after the close of the session that evening and visited
with a number of the staff and committee members there at the
hotel and then had dinner with a couple of the people who were on
the advisory committee who are personal friends.

Mr. WEISS. Did you have occasion to discuss with any of the com-
mittee members the vote that had been just taken?

Dr. SANDERS. I don't recall, Mr. Chairman, whether or not I had
occasion to talk with members of the committee about this particu-
lar vote or not. That very well may be true, because I saw Richard
Kunkel for 5 or 6 minutes at a dinner on Tuesday evening that was
centered around the release of a mutual friend's book.

Mr. WEISS. And did you talk with Dr. Kunkel about the vote?
Dr. SANDERS. It is very possible that Dr. Kunkel informed me

that the vote had taken place that evening. I am not certain. I am
assuming that probably he did.

Mr. WEISS. And did you discuss with him or anyone else the re-
consideration of that vote the following day?

Dr. SANDERS. Richard Kunkel called me the morning of the next
day and asked me the procedure for moving for reconsideration.
That was the extent of the conversation, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WEISS. And you gave him the information as to how to do it;
yes?

Dr. SANDERS. I told him what Robert's Rules of Order generally
said about a motion for reconsideration.

Mr. WEISS. Did you ask him why he was inquiring about that?
Dr. SANDERS. I don't believe I did, Mr. Chairman.
He may very well have told me why he was moving for reconsid-

eration; I assume he probably did.
Mr. WEISS. Now, Mr. Childers, did you have any conversation

with any of the members of the committee on the vote that had
taken place?
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Mr. CHILDERS. I was with all the members that were there for
the 3 or 4 days of the meeting, so I was rather constantly in touch
with them during that whole period of time

Mr. WEISS. Specifically, did you have a conversation with Dr
Kunkel or anyone else after the first vote had been taken?

Mr. CHILDERS. On the following morningactually when I ar-
rived the following morning, I was met by the chairman who was
State Senator Phillips from Georgia, and my staff, who told me at
that time that Dr. Kunkel was planning to move for reconsider-
ation of the Middle States vote later that day. That is the first I
had heard of it.

I had had no conversation with him or anybody else prior to ar-
riving at the meeting the second morning.

Mr. WEISS. Did you then have a conversation with Dr. Kunkel as
to why he was going to be making that effort?

Mr. CHILDERS. He came up; a group of us were standing there.
He said he had further questions from the day before that he
wanted to raise and was going to move to reconsider. We then had
a short discussion of how you do that, the move to reconsider.

Chairman Phillips said that that appeared all right to him and
that he would allow Dr. Kunkel to make that motion later in the
day.

Mr. WEISS. Were you involved in the review of the Middle States
petition for?

Mr. CHILDERS. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. And do you have direct knowledge, or did anyone tell

you that an official from the Department of Education contacted a
member of the advisory committee to discuss Middle States petition
after that first vote?

Mr. CHILDERS. No.
Mr. WEISS. Did any employees of the Department express their

opposition to the Middle States standard to any members of the ad-
visory committee in any way that you are aware of?

Mr. CHILDERS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. WEISS. Did you at any time have discussions with people

where you stated you believed an official of the Department of
Education discussed the diversity standard with a member of the
advisory committee?

Mr. CHILDERS. I have no knowledge of any such discussions.
Mr. WEISS. You have no knowledge?
Mr. CHILDERS. I don't know. Are you asking about that particu-

lar, during the meeting?
I do not know of discussions that were held about changing the

Middle States vote.
Mr. WEISS. Did you at any time have discussions with people

where you stated that you believed an official of the Department of
Education discussed the diversity standard with a member of the
advisory committee?

Mr. CHILDERS. I don't know.
I don't recall any such discussion.
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Sanders, you said you know Dr. Richard Kunkel;

yes?
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Dr. SANDERS. I know Dr. Kunkel and several of the members of
the advisory committee. They are both former professional col-
leagues and friends.

Mr. WEISS. Right. What is the extent of your relationship with
Dr. Kunkel?

How far back does it go? How do you know each other?
Dr. SANDERS. It dates back, Mr. Chairman, to 1979, when I was

State superintendent of education in the State of Nevada, and
Richard Kunkel was the dean of education at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, and has continued across the years in a variety
of ways. We served together, I as a member of the board of educa-
tion, and he as the executive director of one of the national accred-
iting bodies.

We also happen to be personal friends growing out of that asso-
ciation.

Mr. WEISS. Did you discuss the Middle States diversity standard
with Dr. Kunkel at any time after November 13, 1990, right up
until today?

Dr. SANDERS. I very well may have discussed it with him on a
number of occasions.

Mr. WEISS. When was the first time that you would have dis-
cussed it with him, to your recollection?

Dr. SANDERS. As I told you earlier, I assumed that he probably
told me the evening that we encountered one another at dinner,
the evening of the first day of the committee's meetings.

I am certain that he told me generally what the advisory com-
mittee had done that day. That would have been typical to our re-
lationship.

Mr. WEISS. Did you at any time suggest your opposition to the
diversity standard to Dr. Kunkel?

Dr. SANDERS. I very well may have stated my opinion. I did not
try to influence his opinion.

In fact, interestingly enough, Mr. Chairman, I probably had like
conversation with other members of the advisory committee, specif-
ically Rose Owen, who happens to be a friend of mine and who
happened to lead the other point of view during the debate with
Richard Kunkel.

Mr. WEISS. What is your opinion on the diversity standard?
Dr. SANDERS. I don't know that I have arrived to a final opinion

on the diversity standard itself, Mr. Chairman.
I do believe, based upon my review of the record, that there were

problems that merited accepting the advisory committee's recom-
mendations that action be deferred on their accreditation until ad-
ditional information could be collected and selected questions an-
swered, specifically as to the requirement that an accreditation
agency share any new standard that it is contemplating, both with
its member institutions, so that they have ample opportunity to
comment, to debate the appropriateness of such a standard and,
likewise, to share any such new standards that are contemplated
with other accrediting bodies so that they might likewise comment
and debate the appropriateness of such a standard.

That was a problem that the advisory committee saw. It was a
problem that had been pointed out earlier by staff and referenced
earlier in the testimony here today by Mr. Childers.
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Likewise, there were questions about how conflicts of interest
were handled by Middle States. I believe that those issues, those
questions were sufficient to support the advisory council's recom-
mendations to the Secretary.

I so noted in my note to the Secretary recommending that he
accept their recommendation to him.

Mr. WEISS. Their recommendation after the second vote; is that
right?

Dr. SANDERS. That became their recommendation, Mr. Chairman.
That is the recommendation to which I referred.

Mr. WEISS. Did you express your opinion as you just described it
regarding diversity to Dr. Kunkel between the end of the vote on
the, on November 13 and before the second vote took place on the
14th?

Dr. SANDERS. No, Mr. Chairman, I did not.
Mr. WEISS. Why are you so certain of that?
Dr. SANDERS. I heard from Dr. Kunkel, by my recollection, when-

ever he called me on Wednesday morning as to, in general, his rea-
sons for wanting to move for reconsideration.

What he relayed to me is that this matter had troubled him
through the evening, that he had spent considerable time through
the night thinking about it, and he wanted to see the vote reconsid-
ered and asked me was that possible, was there a mechanism for
doing that.

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Sanders. are you familiar with the Federal Advi-
sory Committee Act?

Dr. SANDERS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am aware of the Federal Ad-
visory Committee Act.

Mr. WEISS. Are you aware that the act requires that, "the advice
and recommendations of the advisory committee will not be inap-
propriately influenced by the appointing authority or by any spe-
cial interest, but will instead be the result of the advisory commit-
tee's independent judgment."

You violated that act by discussing matters pending before the
committee with Dr. Kunkel. How do you explain that?

Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I did not interfere with as you inti-
mate with the deliberations of the advisory committee or attempt
to influence Dr. Kunkel's position. The committee is an advisory
committee.

An exchange of opinions and a question as to whether or not it is
possible to reconsider an action initiated by Dr. Kunkel, I think,
hardly constitutes my interfering with him as an advisory commit-
tee member.

Mr. WEISS. The Secretary in his April 11 discussion on Middle
States, concluded that, "Its diversity standards could conceivably
cause violations of Federal civil rights law by, for example, leading
to the race-based hiring quotas at educational institutions receiving
Federal funds."

He cited language from the diversity standards found in pages.
125 and 32 of the Middle States standards. On page 1, the standard
states, "An institution must have a governing board which includes
membership broadly representative of the public interest and re-
flecting the student constituency." Is that the language that the
Secretary referred to that violates civil rights law?
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Dr SANDERS. Mr Chairman, I do not and cannot personally
speak to the answer to that question. I would assume the Secretary
would have to respond to exactly what he was referring to in his
decision.

Mr. WEISS. He cited on page 25 of the standards, he cited that
page which contains the following language. "Steps must also be
taken to achieve appropriate diversity of race, ethnicity, gender
and age in faculty ranks." Does that language violate the civil
rights law, in your view?

Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I am not an attorney. I am not sure
I am qualified to determine whether or not that language violates
the law.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams, is it your opinion that the language on
page 25 of the standards which says, "Steps must also be taken to
achieve appropriate diversity of race, ethnicity, gender of age in
faculty ranks," violates the civil rights laws?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, not having been involved in the
Middle States matter at all, this is my first official occasion to look
at any of these materials. I am at this point not in a position to
draw a legal opinion as to whether that would be violative of Fed-
eral civil rights laws.

I think it would probably be a tad bit hasty for me to attempt to
provide you a legal opinion at this moment.

Mr. WEISS. WOUI / you for the record tell us what your title is?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, U.S.

Department of Education.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
The Secretary also cited page 32 of the standards which states,

"Members of the board should represent different points of view,
interests and experiences, as well as diversity in age, race, ethnic-
ity and gender."

Dr. Sanders, Mr. Williams, do you believe that that language vio-
lates civil rights laws.

Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, my answer to that question would
be the same as before. I am not an attorney, I don't know, I am not
sure that I am qualified to answer that question.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. At the same time, Mr. Chairman, it would I think

be a tad bit hasty for me to try to draw a legal opinion with having
looked at this for only a matter of seconds.

Mr. WEISS. Writing for the majority in the Bakke decision, Jus-
tice Powell said, "A diverse student body clearly is a constitutional-
ly permissible goal for an institution of higher education."

Dr. Sanders, Mr. Williams, do you disagree with the court's deci-
sion in Bakke?

Dr. SANDERS. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I have no reason to disagree with the opinion.
Mr. WEISS. A memorandum from the Department's Office for

Civil rights declares that, "OCR accepts diversity as a permissible
basis for an affirmative action program."

The memorandum states "In OCR's view, permissible affirmative
action programs may result in disparate admit rates, and may have
an adverse impact on non-minority students."

Is that policy still in effect, Mr. Williams?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, could you please refer me to the
document you are reading from?

Mr. WEISS. Yes. It is a documented dated September 7, 1990. It is
the critique of OCR investigative procedures for university admis-
sions, affirmative action programs.

On the first pagethe author is Fred Chiofee, Acting Director of
Policy and Enforcement Service. It is a note addressed to a person
named Dick Comer.

Mr. WILLIAMS. As the document relates to the use of, to the at-
tempt to provide diversity on campuses, and that to do so may
result in some kind of statistical differences that is indeed still the
policy of the office.

Mr. WEISS. It is the policy of the office?
Mr. WILLIAMS. That reflects the policy of the office at the current

time.
Mr. WEISS. Not long ago the Department contended that minori-

ty preference scholarships are illegal. How would you feel about a
school with an admissions policy that gave preference to the chil-
dren of alumni and athletes but not minorities, Dr. Sanders?

Dr. SANDERS. Would you pleasegive preference to?
Mr. WEISS. Not long ago the Department contended minority

preference scholarships were illegal. My question to you and ulti-
mately to the Secretary would be how would you feel about a
school with an admissions policy that gave preference to the chil-
dren of alumni and athletes but not minorities?

Dr. SANDERS. First of all, I would want to know much more than
just a broad statement. I would want to know particulars and I
would want to hear advice from both counsel and the Assistant
Secretary for the Office of Civil Rights before I would respond to
such a question.

Mr. WEISS. Well, in October 1990, the Office for Civil Rights com-
pleted an investigation of Harvard University which found that
Harvard's admission policy gave preference to children of alumni
and athletes while your normal rate of Asian Americans was sig-
nificantly lower of white Americans.

The Office of Civil Rights found Harvard's admission policy was
conclusion. In reaching that conclusion the office found current
case law, "Suggest if schools are to possess a desirable diversity, of-
ficials must retain wide discretion with respect to the manner of
selecting students. The courts generally have been reluctant if not
willing are to to dictate what considerations of methods of selection
are to be given priority in college admissions."

Those are the Department's findings; is that correct?
Dr. SANDERS. As best I know, Mr. Chairman, that is correct.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. That is correct.
Mr. WEISS. You agree schools are allowed to div6rsify at their

discretion. Isn't it also true schools do not have the discretion to be
segregated.

They can diversify by including various races but no segregated
by excluding minorities; is that correct?

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is a little broader than what I think the
reading of the law is. My reading of the law is based on the case
you cited, the Bakke case. Bakke says that when trying to diversify,

e:
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the manner in which a school attempts to diversify is important.
We must give each student in the prospective applicant pool an op-
portunity to compete for the available slots.

It does not, as I read Bakke, say schools can go about th2 busi-
ness of attempting to balance their student bodies racial:v. So
when talking about diversity, a very commendable goal which we
all share and want, the court in Bakke outlined how we go about
the business of attempting to diversify our campuses not radically
balance them.

Mr. WEISS. Isn't it also true that in terms of prohibiting the De-
partment's interference in educational standards, schools and ac-
crediting agencies are treated equally under the law?

Dr. Sanders, Mr. Williams?
Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I was somewhat perplexed during

the earlier discussion between you and the Secretary about the re-
lationship between the Secretary and accrediting authorities. And
while your citation from the statute is entirely correct, I would also
point you, though, to the Higher Education Act of 1965, and to sec-
tion 1201, through which the Secretary of Education is required to
publish a list of nationally recognized accrediting agencies and as-
sociations which he determines to be a reliable authority as to the
quality of training offered by its member institutions.

Here we have, again, a voluntary relationship by voluntary orga-
nizations. If they wish to be recognized by the Secretary, they must
petition and they must put forward their procedures, their stand-
ards and what have you for review, so that the Secretary may ulti-
mately make a decision as to whether or not they are reliable au-
thorities.

So, there is a relationship between the Secretary and accrediting
associations. He cannot unilaterally impose his will upon them.
But if they wish to be recognized by him, they must conform to
what he deems is required for them to be such recognized authori-
ties.

Mr. WEISS. Well, again, I have to quote to you 20 U.S.C. 3403,
which states, "No provision of a program administered by the Sec-
retary or by any other officer of the Department shall be construed
to authorize the Secretary or any such officer to exercise any direc-
tion, supervision or control over the curriculum, program of in-
struction, administration or personnel of any educational institu-
tion, school or system, over any accrediting agency or association,
or over the selection or content of library resources, text books, or
other instructional materials by an educational institution or
school system except to the extent authorized by law." That is the
law; isn't it?

Dr. SANDERS. If we took that statute on its face for what it says
and used it exclusively, there would be no recognition process possi-
ble by the Secretary and, therefore, no ability for the Department
to use accrediting authorities as one of the gatekeepers by which a
school becomes eligible for Federal financial aid and become eligi-
ble for students to be able to redeem their Pell grants and to use
their loans.

Mr. WEISS. The Congressional Research Service has stated that
really the role of the Secretary and the Department over accredit-

Li
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ing agencies is really procedural rather than substantive. I don't
know whether you would agree with that or not.

On the basis of your testimony you probably don't agree with it.
The fact is what your role is to determine whether the accrediting
agency has the physical capacity to, in fact, make judgments and to
carry through examinations and inquiries about the particular in-
stitutions under its jurisdictions.

It is not, the role of the Secretary and the role of the Department
is not to, in fact, determine what those standards shall be and to
impose any such standards on the accrediting agency. The law is
explicit on that.

Dr. SANDERS. There is more here than just whether or not such a
standard is appropriate. As I mentioned to you earlier, and if you
look to the record from the advisory committee or if you look to the
decision of the Secretary, there are procedural questions in the
case of Middle States that want the questions that have been
raised and answers to those questions.

Mr. WEISS. I would ask of the Secretary, and I will ask of you,
Dr. Sanders, would you agree that the United States has a history
of discrimination against minorities, and the Department's of Jus-
tice and Education, the Congress and the courts helps where ves-
tiges of discrimination exist they must be eliminated?

Dr. SANDERS. I would agree with that.
Mr. WEISS. In measuring the vestiges of discrimination, the De-

partment had always used the disproportion between minority col-
lege enrollments as compared to the size of the minorities in a
given local's population. The Department changed that policy.

Now you are only looking at the disproportion in the pool of ap-
plications for enrollment. Why is the Department looking at the
disproportionate applicants instead of the overall population?

Dr. SANDERS. I cannot respond to questions about methodology.
Perhaps, Mr. Williams can.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not sure what we are getting at here. I am

not sure where you are saying there is a change and where the
change has been.

Mr. WEIss. The changE is that prior to this new policy, the deter-
mination as to whether discrimination took place, existed or not
was based on the discrepancy, the disproportion between minority
college enrollments as compared to the size of the minorities in a
differer t local's population.

Now you are looking at only the disproportion in the pool of ap-
plications for enrollment; that is a change.

The question is why is the Department looking at the dispropor-
tion only at applicants instead of the overall population.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, in relationship to the way we con-
duct our reviews, we are still looking to determine whether dis-
crimination existed against those persons who were applying for
positions within the school. It is my understanding that is the way
we have always conducted reviews.

At the Office for Civil Rights we have not changed the way we
conduct investigations.

Mr. WEISS. The change in the way the Department measures dis-
crimination changed in January 1990. It is contained in a memo-
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randum for William Smith, the Acting Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights at that time. Are you aware of that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. As you are aware, I was not at the Department of
Education in January.

Mr. WEISS. I assume you have the capacity to check Department
records and to be up

Mr. WILLIAMS. You asked me if I was aware of it. I was not at
the Department. I am aware of the Department.

Mr. WEISS. Are you aware that, in fact, the change took as re-
flected in that memorandum?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is still our position as, it has been for some
time, that the Department when conducting investigations uses ad-
missions as a guideline to determine if there has been discrimina-
tion against those persons who have applied for positions within
the school.

Mr. WEISS. The Office for Civil Rights conducts two types of in-
vestigations. One is in response to complaints. The other is the
compliance review which is self-initiated. Because the Department
decides where and when to conduct compliance reviews, would it be
fair to say, Mr. Williams, that the reviews are done on issues con-
sidered most important for addressing discrimination issues?

Mr. WILLIAMS. There are a number of variables used in deter-
mining which subject areas and schools will receive compliance re-
views.

It is, indeed, correct that one of the variables is doing something
in the areas that are most important. There are a number of other
areas.

Those that we have not addressed over a period of time, we need
to go back and see what is going on. That is also another variable.

Mr. WEISS. Among the compliance reviews being conducted by
the Office for Civil Rights, are investigations of affirmative action
programs at UCLA and the law school at California Berkeley. Ac-
cording to attorneys for both schools, the affirmative action plans
were instituted because the percentages of blacks and Hispanic en-
rolled in the university system were far below that of whites and
far below the representation in the state population.

Of all the discrimination issues we have in this country, why did
you make it priority in investigating a program designed to correct
what the State itself admits was a history of discrimination against
blacks and Hispanics?

Mr. WILLIAMS. One of those reviews started off as a complaint by
an individual citizen. During the course of conducting an investiga-
tion of that individual complaint, the investigators ran across, as I
understand, evidence that suggested we look at the entire admis-
sions process. As a consequence of that, we had to look at the spe-
cial admissions process.

With regard to the other review, it came to the Department's at-
tention, and as you are aware, when matters are brought to the
Department's attention, there is a strong suggestion that we ought
to look at them.That is the genesis of both of those reviews.

However, it would be incorrect to presume that there is a broad-
side attack by the Department, the Office of Civil Rights or by the
administration on attempts to provide opportunities for minority
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students to attend college. This country needs as many doctors,
lawyers, engineers, and plumbers, that we can find.

College education is extremely important. But we in the Office of
Civil Rights need to be about the business of ensuring that each
individual who wants to go to college has an opportunity to go
without regard to their race.

Mr. WEISS. On June 14, 1990, the Office of Management and
Budget issued a policy statement on a bill to reauthorize programs
under dedication of the Handicapped Act. This statement said the
administration will work against, "Preferences for certain individ-
uals, schools or organizations solely on the basis of their minority
group status, which the Department of Justice advised is unconsti-
tutional."

Is that still the administration's position?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not aware of the document nor am I aware if

it is still in their possession?
Mr. WEISS. Dr. Sanders.
Dr. SANDERS. Not aware of the document, nor am I aware of the

position.
Mr. WEISS. In August 1990, OMB informed the Department of

Education that it opposed provisions of a Senate bill providing fi-
nancial aid to most secretary schools. A note from OMB said:

We believe the Department of Justice would find unconstitutional, the require-
ment to give priority to institutions of higher education that are identifiable at least
in part in ethnic and racial terms.

We particularly object to singling out Hispanic serving institutions of higher edu-
cation, whatever that undefined term may man, for special treatment. This would
set a bad precedent Congress would be tempted to repeat in numerous other con-
texts.

Does that mean the administration opposes all attempts to assist
minorities is your policy aimed only at Hispanics?

Dr. SANDERS. Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't know the document
that you are quoting from. I don't know the context in which it was
transmitted to the Department or what the eventual effect of the
statement was.

I think Michael Williams has very, very eloquently stated in gen-
eral what the Secretary stated to you earlier today, that we do
need more individuals in rather than out.

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams, are you familiar with that memoran-
dum?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Similar to Dr. Sanders, I am not familiar with the
memorandum.

Mr. WEISS. In July, 1990, the Department of Education opposed
the Women and Minorities in Mathematics and Sciences Act. The
memorandum describing the Department's opposition stated, "The
gender and race-specific elements of the programs raise constitu-
tional concerns particularly in light of the lack of significant con-
gressional findings regarding the underrepresentation of women
and minorities in these fields."

Dr. Sanders, are you aware that at the same time the Depart-
ment was opposing legislation to help women and minorities be-
cause it claims there was no evidence those groups have been un-
derrepresented, the President's adviser was delivering testimony
before Congress which concluded, "Woman and minorities have
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been poorly represented in science and engineering, yet these
groups make up a larger and larger fraction of young people
today."

Dr. SANDERS. No, I was not aware of that fact.
Mr. WEISS. Do you see any inconsistencies within the administra-

tion's opposition to those bills and its support for other minority
preference programs?

Dr. SANDERS. No, not without reading carefully the words and
looking at the document and looking more carefully at what Dr.
Bromley said. I don't know whether there are any inconsistencies
or not.

Mr. WEISS. The Office of General Counsel for the Department
finds inconsistencies in the Administration's position. A memoran-
dum from the Department's Office of General Counsel stated,
"There remains a tension between the Department of Justice's ob-
jections to various provisions and the administration support for
historically black college and university programs."

Are you aware of that memorandum?
Dr. SANDERS. No, Mr. Chairman, I am not.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Williams, are you?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not.
Mr. WEISS. In a report noting the President's opposition to the

handicap bill, the Office of General Counsel wrote, "It would be
helpful if the Department of Justice would explain in more detail
why other programs which the President routinely requests appro-
priations are constitutionally acceptable."

Another memorandum stated, "The Department of Justice draft
bill report focuses on the legal and constitutional issues concerning
H.R. 515. Especially provisions for persons judicially underrepre-
sented, such as women and minorities.

"We defer to their arguments, but one must assume the Depart-
ment of Justice would have the same comments on some of ED's
education existing programs and would oppose them."

Were you aware of this memorandum?
Dr. SANDERS. I am not certain without looking at it more careful-

ly, Mr. Chairman. I may have seen that memorandum.
Mr. WEISS. This is in a memo dated February 23, 1990. It is

headed, Department of Education comments on the public adjus-
tor's draft bill report on H.R. 1013.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe I have ever seen
this before.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Mr. Williams, are you familiar with it?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The memorandum predates my joining the De-

partment, and I did not see it then nor do I have any personal
knowledge of it now.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
One final question, Dr. Sanders, for clarification purposes, for

clarification of the record.
Is it your testimony that at no time did you suggest to Dr.

Kunkel your concern about the Middle States diversity standard
prior to the second vote on that accreditation of Middle States?
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Dr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe that I expressed to
him my concern. I may have expressed concerns about the Middle
States and other institutions that were up for consideration.

I can't be absolutely certain that there were no discussions be-
tween Dr. Kunkel and myself.

I do not believe that I expressed any concerns about Middle
States.

I certainly did not try to influence his opinion because I know
that it would be impossible to do so should I even try.

Mr. WEISS. Would you agree that the discussion of any pending
matter is, in fact, inappropriate and prohibited, between you and
members of that committee ?

Dr. SANDERS. I would not agree that that is true. I do not think it
was inappropriate for Dr. Kunkel to perhaps tell me what had hap-
pened during the course of the day when we saw one another so-
cially, nor do I think it was inappropriate for him to call and ask
basically procedural advice, could this be done, if he desired to do
SO.

Mr. WEiss. You are quite clear that you did not initiate any of
those discussions? Is th -4 your testimony?

Dr. SANDERS. I co d have initiated conversations with Dr.
Kunkel, yes, becausebut my recollection is that I did not initiate
any of those conversations, Mr. Chairman. I did talk to Dr. Kunkel,
because we planned to get together a couple of times socially, in
fact, to have dinner together later in that week after his business
in town as completed. We typically do that when he is in town.

Mr. WEISS. I am asking you not about your social discussions, but
about your discussions with him about the diversity standards.

Dr. SANDERS. Our social relationship is based on a professional
relationship. Whenever we have dinner together, frequently the
discussions are about substantive issues out of both of our experi-
ences.

Mr. WEISS. So it is quite possible that at that dinner you had
after the first vote on accrediting Middle States that you did dis-
cuss the diversity standards?

Dr. SANDERS. I doubt there was a substantive discussion because
I only saw and had a conversation with Richard for about maybe 3,
5, 6 minutes during the course of that entire evening, so I doubt
there was much substantively discussed.

Mr. WEISS. You have no clear recollection either way, is that
right?

Dr. SANDERS. I have told you to the best of my ability my recol-
lection of the discussions that evening.

Mr. WEISS. Well, I thank you all very much for your testimony.
We will review the record.

I think that we will have questions to be submitted to the Secre-
tary, and hopefully he will respond to those in relatively brief
order. Depending on the nature of those responses, that is the re-
sponsiveness of them, we may simply accept hem for the record.

If not, we may, in fact, invite him to come back and clarify his
responses in person.

With that, and our appreciation to each of you, we will excuse
you at this time.

t)
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The testimony that we have heard today combined with the doc-
uments obtained by the subcommittee, demonstrate that the Secre-
tary of Education does not have the authority to set standards for
any accrediting agency. Only State and local governments have
that authority.

The Secretary's intrusion into the accrediting will lead to unwar-
ranted and unauthorized Federal control over education aside from
the Department accreditation procedural and legal misadventures
in this affair, I am concerned about the Department's continued as-
sault on affirmative action.

Minority Americans still suffer from the vestiges of our tragic
history of discrimination and segregation. Minorities still lag far
behind in terms of access to education.

There will be no equal access to education without affirmative
action, but the Bush administration seems more intent on using
quota scare tactics for political gain than achieving equal access to
education. Rather than easing the burdens of illegal segregation,
the Department of Education wants to create more.

First, the Department attempted to ban minority preference
scholarships. Now it is attempting to outlaw diversity standards.

The Department lacks authority to establish standards for ac-
crediting agencies, but when the Assistant Secretary for Postsec-
ondary Education attempted to tell the Secretary that, he was
fired.

When the Office of General Counsel tried to warn the Secretary
that the didn't have the authority to do it, it was ignored. When
the Department's advisory committee approved recognition for the
Middle States accrediting association, the Acting Secretary of Edu-
cation apparently was in a position to lobby the committee to have
the vote overturned.

The a events lead me to the conclusion the debate about diversi-
ty has nothing to do with policy or procedure or even educational
excellence. It has to do with racially divisive politics, the kind that
scorned the infamous Willie Horton campaign in the last presiden-
tial election.

Unfortunately, these scare tactics seem to work in elections. We
cannot allow such tactics to guide our Federal education policy.

The subcommittee stands adjourned subject to the call of the
Chair.

[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-
vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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